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PRICE 4 CENTS.

STEVENS I
Doable Barrel Hammerless t
Gun No. 365

DEATH OF MRS. J. B. RANGER,

KVup i Fluid
Steel Barrels and
Lugs Drop-forged
in one piece.
Breech Strongest
where others are
W eak.

C A N N O T
SHOOT LOOSE'
Pick up this gun
and feel the bal
ance of it—exam
ine the working
parts closely and
see the fine care
and finish of de
tail—you will say
it is a winner.
Lists at o n ly
532.50 and will be
expressed, prepaid
direct from factory
in case you can
not secure through
a Dealer.
Write for
Catalog.

Art

STEVENS ARMS 8
TOOL

CO.

Post office Box SO
C H ICOPEE FALLS, MASS.

Advertising Pays Y ou

FORMERLY OF PHILLIPS.
Mns. J. B. Ranger, ¡former.1y)
of
Ph/jLLi,ps, dr'iad at «her home an Springvale, Feb. 9, after a lingering si-ckIf you want a serviceable shotgun, one that
Tirns of ¡several years.
a scratch or bump won’t ruin, that can be had
She wa,s born in the .town of Jay
at a price that won’t ruin you, the Winchester
Jan. 9, 1870, and waai the daughter
R e p e a tin g Shotgun will surely suit you.
of Mr. amd Mrs. Charless H. WebThey are made in 12 or 16 g a u g e w ith
iher, now of .Livermore Fails, Maine.
strong shooting, full choke barrels, suitable
She w.a*s educated in the common
for trap work, duck shooting, etc., or with
‘s ehoo’e and Wilton academy. ,S.he
modified choke or cylinder bore barrels for
was married to Rev. J. B. Ranger of
field shooting. They list at $27.00, but your
Wilton, May 6 1893.
To Mr.
and
dealer will sell you one for less. They are a
Mrs. Ranger wa,s born one child, A l
bargain in a gun, but not a bargain counter
fred H., ¡now a student in the Maine
gun. They are the only reReeter that is
Central Institute, Pittsfield, Maine.
fThe funeral eervioee were held art
ENDORSED BY THE U. S ORDNANCE BOARD
(her home Sunday art, 2.30, also in
the Free Baptist ohureh art Bean’s
Corner Tuesday at 12.30.
There
Among the div«orces granted were
Mothers Might Learn Antidotes.
were ¡many flowers as« expressions of
the ¡following:
A young mother, during the infancy
love from her many friends.
Mns,.
Ruth E. .E’lSenhauer of Ch ester- of her first born, set herself the task
R inger was a member o f the' Springvllle
from Stanley W. Eiseahauer^ of committing to memory antldotei
! Vale Free Baptist church.
She was
for the commonest poisons known, es
(adultery.
! placed ,in the receiving tomb at East
pecially those that it might be pos
Rachel
G.
W.llcox
of
Avon
from
sible for children to come into contact
! Willem cemetery.
James W i’ioox, «exrtreme cruelty and with. In addition to this, she mem
cruel and abusive treatment.
orized methods of aiding drowning
Frances R. Hjnkley o f Range ley anu injured persons. In fact, learned
frcrai Bernard Hinkley, extreme «cru sort of a “first aid to the injured” set
elty and cruel and abusive treat of rules. Would not this be an excel
lent plan for all mothers?—Good
ment.
Housekeeping Magazine.
Rose
H.
Huff
of
Phifipri
from
Th,e -ciiise of Frank H. Wonth’ey vs.
cruel and abusive
Harry A. Morrill, assjgn-ed for Wed- Gteorga L. Huff
treatment.
'
I needtay was not tried owing
¡to j

REPEATIN G S H O T G U N S

! Supreme Judicial Court.

NEWOF THEMODEL

|the fact ¡that Morrill failed to appear;
Iand "defaulted” was written
after
.the «evnrtry <xm the count's docket.
Fr\aok B. Stewart, a, merchant an !
the town of Raiagejey and a native j
F o r fu r th e r p a r tic u la r s w r it e o r a d d r e s s
¡o f .England, appeared in court
on j The preliminary speaking contest
: Wedn^ttay and was made an Amer- was held in the High school room j
1tcan citizen.
» Wednesday afternoon. The parts were
In the ease o(f Town o f .Stalem vs. very well given, especially those of the
i George Godamg, E. B. .Stowel!
and boys. The judges were Mrs. J. W.
S T A N D A R D
(George Goortepeed on tax account, J. Russell, Miss Georgine V. Wilbur and
B. Morrison appeared for the plain D. F. Field. Miss Gladys Dyer and
T Y P E W R IT E R
tiffs and E. E. Richards for the Lew Noble were chosen to represent
defendants.
Phillips in the contest next Wednesday
Thrts ease wias ,followed by .the one, at Strong.
The Hunting Season is now on for 1911 and we are booking
Program:
¡Sandy River Plantation v,s. Maxey
for Deer Hunting, which is of the best.
High school chorus
& Lewis o f Gard&ner.
This was Music,
Results Guaranteed.
Anna E. Bea1
another action «brought for the en The LL. D.'s Story,
E D G R A N T CBL S O N S ,
K e n n e b a g o , M a in e
forcement o f the payment o f taxes The Charge up Mission Ridge,
Mason H. Dutton
assessed on the defendants’ proper
The
Soul
of
the
Violin,
ty in 1911.
The defendants claimed
Winnifred Savage
that some o f the property taxed to
The
Fireman's
Prayer,
Mildred Kinney
HAS
T W O -C O LO R
RIBBONS,
them was not owned by them at the
Music.
time and that ¡part of the amount
BACK-SPACER, TABULATOR
For your Spring Fishing Trip why not come where the salmon are large
The Elevator,
Eleanore Hutchins
was 'the "forest and district tax,”
enough to interest you. The average weight of salmon here for the past
u d Many new and valuable patented
How
Ruby
played,
Gladys
Dyer
five seasons has been seven pounds. We also offer you private cabins
which was he’d^ to be unconstitu
The Defense of Hoffer,
with open fire, bath, twin beds, etc. Bass_ fishing is unsurpassed. Write
feature« that other typewriters do aot
tional.
Thte oase goes to the law
us for booklet, rates and detailed information. Address
Howard D. True
bay«.
court.
B. E. BROWN, Center Lovell, Maine.
Speech on the Irish Disturbance Bill,
Thursday afternoon the case
of
Ardine Kinney
Harry E. Bell vs. Fred M. Rom was Fallen Heroes,
Lew M. Noble
Send for "The Royal Book,” 32
taken up.
This was an ¡act,ion to Music.
pages of typewriter information—
Recover the sunn o f $5.55, that the
Lester F. Bean, principal of the
the finest typewriter catalog ever
ipltf. claimed was due him for lum Grammar department, was in Bethel,
issued. Yours for a postal card.
ber he so Vi and detiyered to Rose his home, over Sunday.
Open when the ice leaves the lake. We guarantee both bait and flyOn November 23, 1907, at hjs mill
The P. H. S. basketball team will
ROYAL TYPEWRITER CO.
fishing and catch trout. Telephone, daily mail. Write for 1912 booklet. £: in the town o f Phillips, and pro play Livermore Falls High in Lambert
JULIAN K. VILES & SON, Franklin c®- Tim- Maine- | duced his account book in evidence hall, Friday night, instead o f Canton Royal Typewriter Bldg., •
w Y er£
High as scheduled. Manager Holt was
o f the debit.
268
Devonshire
St.,
Boston,
Mnsa
Fred M. Ross the deft., claimed informed by the Canton management
on
Tuesday
that
the
team
would
be
un
tV * he never ¡bought nor had deliv
ered to him the lumber, which was able to come to Phillips on Friday.
>a contain ¡quantity of pine
(boards Luckily he secured Livermore in their
and some joist; that he never bought place. P. H. S. has already won two
S M i e VOUR
SEASON OF 1912
any lumber o f Bell In his life with games from them, but the team has
greatly improved since then, as they
the exception o f 700 laths; that on
THE SANDY RIVER AND RANGELEY LAKES RAILROAD
recently held the Kent’s Hill team,
the day Bell said (he wee at the
which is one of the fastest in the state,
mill he was at work on his back
Publishes a beautiful little Booklet in colors,
down to a close score. The game will to mcmillan fur & wool co .
place cutting «bushes with his hired
. A, . V ,: ; M IN NEAPOLI S,« MINN.
« » t i t l e d “FISHING”. It tells all about where to go, man, Lewie F. Blanchard, and was no doubt be faster and much more in Illustrated Circular Free to anyone interested in
teresting than if Canton were to play.
RAW FURS.
in the Rangeley and Dead R iv e r Regions of M aine, •able to fix /the time from «an entry P. H. S. has one of the best teams in Trappers’ Guide Free to those who ship tovs.
mode in Blanchard’s diary at
the this part o f the state, and the towns
and contains an accurate M a p of this T e r r ito r y .
time.
people should realize the fact by this
A d d re ss w ith stamp,
Lewis F^ Btanchardi testified to time and patronize the games better.
“ In The Maine Woods”
working for Roes cutting bushes an
The North Franklin Interscholastic
F. N. BEAL, G. P. ,A„ Phillips, Maine.
the day in .question, an entry of Prize Speaking Contest will be held at
Sportsmen’ s Guide Book
which fact was «made in his diary, Strong, Wednesday evening, Feb. 21.
llth Annual Edition
and that «Roes was with him during A special train will leave Phillips im
Published by the
•the time..
The jury returned ,a ver mediately after the arrival of the 6.10
BLAKESLEE LAKE CAMPS.
dict for ¡the plaintiff for $6.67. This passenger train. The fare to Strong
Before deciding where to go hunting this fall, send for illustrated book and
map o f the Blakeslee Lake Camps. There is no other resort in Maine where you case w as origtaially tried before and return will be fifty cents. P. H. S. BAHG0R & AROOSTOOK R. R.
«an find so many large bucks with the best o f chances for a moose or bear, along Judge Holman in our Municipal hopes to have a large crowd of sup
Mailed anywhere to 15 cento hi stamps. !
with the best oi table and accommodations. 10,000 acres of new country to be court, who also found for thq p’aLn- porters accompany the speakers. Those
opened up this fall. It has never been hunted since the Indians left 50 years ago.
Address Geo. M. Houghton,
tifif.
desiring
tickets
for
the
contest
can
ob
Passenger Traffic Manager.
Come ana get the cream of it.
J. B. Morrison Appeared for pitf.; tain them by applying to Lew M. Noble
Bangor, Maine.
JOE WHITE, Eustis, Maine,
De>Bexna Rass for «defit.
before Feb. 17.
For booklet and particulars»

Mountain View House
Mountain View, Maine
L. E. BOW LEY,
Mountain View,
. . .
Maine.
GRANT’S

School Notes

ROYAL

CAM PS

Brown’s Camps, Lake Kezar.

PRICE, $75

T IM

POND

CAM PS

SPRING FISHING

|
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THIS

R eload
Y our
Shells
The .32-40 High Power factory cartridges sell
for 134 20 net per thousand. By reloading the
same shells with factory primers, factory bullets
and the same powder charge, your expense is
$13.46;

You save $20.74 on 1000 Cartridges.
The .32-40 low powder smokeless factory cart
ridges cost $28 80 per thousand; when you reload,
your expense is only $11.31, making a saving of
$17.49. Factory .32-40 smokeless short range
cartridges cost $25.20 per thousand: by reloading
your shells, they cost you only $7.65 per thous
and. Make your own bullets and you have 1000
short range cartridges for $3.80.
You wouldn’t throw away your pipe after
smoking it once; you waste money if you throw
away your expensive high-grade shells without
reloading.
FREE—The Ideal Hand Book tells all about the
tools and methods for reloading all standard
rifle, pistol and shotgun ammunition; 140
pages of practical information for shooters.
Mailed free to any shooter interested enough to
send three stamps postage to

T T Z a r/ in f i r e a r m s G k
New Haven, Co. n.
33 Willow Street,

ENFORCE CARFUL
SHOOTING
East Hampton, Conn.
Febuary, 5, 1912.
To the Editor Main© Woods:
Maine Woods, our weekly welcome
from th© wilds, Main© Woods, our
vacation state.
There is tonic in
that name, a de'ightful thrill that
vacationists seldom attempt to ex
plain.
But Maine has a sister state
that is fast approaching her annual
deer kill, thiat borders on the west
ern shor© of a great lake, whosd
waters are a kittle larger than your
Moosehead, but has none of those
mighty antlers that look so attrac
tive in our dens.
I notice in the
Maine Woods weekly that your annul
deer kill for 1911 according to al’i
official returns amounts to 15,000.
Possibly if only bucks were killed
it might reduce your official kill to
10,000, as bucks are not easily taken
until
after November 1.
This
would make good heads about as de
sirable as moose heads are now
and leave the does about as numer
ous as the cow moose are today,
with a few nice fat barren does for
winter use, or produce one or two
nice lambs for the following year. I
think that many of our non-resident
hunters would like the opportunity
to kill their two deer, even if they
were not allowed to take but one out.
To enforce careful shooting, a non
resident hunter should not be allowed
to carry a repeating rifle until; be
could show his license to hunt big
gam© in any state in the United
States, i
Schooled we were in old muz
zle loading days, to select good posi
tions and. a clear view of our game,
for well we knew that dad was the
referee, and had the tally and was
ready to jolly us on our return.
I remember that old flintlock that
stood in its dark corner, that grand
father made 67 shots with and killed
69 grey squirrels.
I do not remember but one fatal
accident in my hunting experience,
A brother killed a brother and never
used a gun for 20 years afterwards.
It appears to me cruel and legally un
fair to make a criminal offense of
accidental shooting of a dear fi’iend,
father or brother and enforce the law
A state in a -majority of cases would
be obliged to prove to the satisfactio
of a court who that unhappy, ill-fated
man was that is entitled to enter a
star boarding house at state expense.
Why not give us more open season
on men?
I might want to make one
mistake.
But if any state shoul d
make accidental shooting criminal re
member there will be many parallel
cases
criminalized
in
othe
lines.
But if ycxu wish to save the
does, require every hunter to use
a fixed ta'escope sight on his rifle,
bo avoid breaking a law that allows
no open season on men or does. I
stop here hoping to visit you next sea
son, up where your bonny breezes
blow and cooling waters flow, be
neath the balsams and the pines,
while w© from cares awhile depart
to renew life in the woods.
Very kindl” yours
Frank J. Watson.
Frank J. D. Barnjum of Lynnfield
Center, Mass., has purchased the
south half of Tomhegan Township,
Maine comprising 12,000 acres, from
Mrs. Minnie Bradley Mattson.
This
tract has a shore frontage on Moosehead lake o f four miles.
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IN THE STATE OF WASHING-}
TON.

TAXIDERMISTS
G.

W.

P ICK E L,

TAX ID ER M IST
The red-throated loon, a stray wa
The Olympic peninsula, north of
Dealer in Sporting Goods, Fishiim
terfowl, which has made its home
Gray’s. Harbor, is naturally tributary
for a week or so in the water of the D eer A r e K n ow n T o Survive to it, as mountain ranges cut the Tackle Indian Moccasins, Basket*
and Souvenirs.
Erie Canal in the vicinity of the Sene
peninsula o ff from the straights on Rangeley,
Maine.
ca street bridge, attracting the atten
Frighful Shot W o u n d s.
th© north, and the sound on the
tion of a great many Uticans, is now
east.
The rivers flow to the ocean
floating around in the water in a
N A SH OF M A IN E .
the sound and to the harbor, none of
bathtub at the home of Game Protec
Licensed Taxidermist, Norway, Me,
“ If all deer that are wounded in the rivers entering the ocean, how
tor W. R. Floyd at 246 IRandina the course of the hunting season and ever, being navigable.
Maine’s Leading Fish Taxidermist.
street.
A wire screen, over the top succeed in getting out of the w a/ of
Undoubtedly the largest standing
of the itub keeps the bird from flop the hunter should wander away and
body of timber in the United States,
ED M O N D J. BOUCHER.
ping out onto the bathroom floor, die, the woods would contain many
in one locality is that on the penin
Licensed Sientific, Taxidermist.
although this morning it showed but more dead deer than are taken
sula, much of it beyond the reach (Tanner) Will give you Standard an#
little disposition to do even that, as away,’* said an old hunter.
“ But of drivable streams.
A few years Moth proof work in all branche© o f
it acted dumpish and not in any alft of them do not wander off and
ago three transcontinental railroads Taxidermy and Tanning. Price liai
way as lively as when it preened it die a loss to the hunter.
were contending for right of way in with useful instructions FREE.
self, dove for crabs and fish and oth
“ Deer have great recuperative pow to the forest depths and it is possi N. E. Tel. 572-52.
erwise deported itself in the canal.
It is no sign that a deer is ble that a joint user line will some 186 Main St.,
Auburn, M e
Close captivity may have something ers.
doomed
to go off and die because it day circumnavigate the entire penin
to do with its actions, but when the
The Northern Pacific already
I have killed sula.
bird was taken from the canal early is badly wounded.
T. A . JAM ES
goes up the coast as far as the In
yesterday morning it was nearly many a deer that gave evidence of
Will continue to do business in Wisi
dian reservation and has secured the
having
been
so
severely
wounded
frozen to death. It is now a question
right from the government to pass throp and make a specialty of Muse
as to whether or not the bird will that its having survived to take the
um work and mounting and painting*
range again seemed almost miracu through the agency elands.
survive.
At the present time the few hun of fish in oil and water color.
lous.
/
As soon as the loon was taken froi
“ I once shot and kil'ed a buck that dred Indians entitled to lands are Winthrop,
- - Maine.
the water yesterday the game protec
having allotments made and before
tor telegraphed to Chief Gam© Pro had a rifle bullet encysted near the
many years the balance will be
tector Begge of the Conservation skin of the left shou der, but there
E S T A B L IS H E D 1892.
thrown open for entry.
was
no
wound
on
the
outside
o
f
the
Commission at Albany as to the dis
Practical Glassblower, and Man»
The
Indians
o
f
«that
section
o
f
the
position of the bird.
He wired again skin to show that it had entered the
facturer of Artificial Eyes for Taxi
Investigation showed a state are undoubtedly the lowest
this morning and is now awaiting or- j deer there.
dermists a Specialty. 35 years Ex
class
of
Indians
in
the
Northwest,
ders from his superior as to what to wound long healed, near the to.p of
known as the Si wash tribe—smaL\ perience.
the
right
shoulder,
unmistakably
do with the loon.
of stature, squart, waddling, be
F . SC H U M A CH E R
Saturday Mr. Floyd was directed made by that rifle bullet, which must
cause of being so much in canoes; j 285 Halladay St.,
have
passed
clear
through
the
deer
Jersey City, N. i .
by the chief game protector to cap
ture the loon if possible and send it to the left shoulder, where its speed dirty and prone to drunkenness, a '
as a specimen to the New York Zo- i was spent and it lodged just under common fault with Indians all over. !
1 he Indian© still carry many o f !
logical Park.
In company with Hu the skin.
“ M O N M OU TH MOCCASINS.”
their
quaint and peculiar customs,
man© Officer J. H. Benedict he start
“ Besides that severe wound that
* They are made for
ed out to get the bird, but as dusk deer had been pretty well fil ed some burying their dead together with
came on was obliged to give up the time or other by buckshot, for I took their favorite horse, a sewing ma
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbermen.
job for the night.
Mr. Floyd work out nine from one side of him, where chine, or other articles of household
Known the world over for excel
ed all the afternoon with a landing- they had broken several of his goods, as they may seem to ned in
lence. Illustrated catalogue free.
Some
net attached to a -eng pole, but the ribs. These two ugly wounds had the Happy Hunting Grounds.
of
them
send
for
the
city
doctor
whe
M.
L. G E T C H E L L CO.,
loon was too lively for him.
When been inflicted at different times, and
the game protector would get the net in spite of them he was in splendid anyone is ill, whi’e others employ
Monmouth,
•
•
Main*»
near to the loon it would dive and condition, and I had to give him two the Indian doctor and his principal
forte
is
to
make
as
much
noise
and
a few seconds later appear some dis stopped him.”
disturbance as possible for the bene
tance away.
Determined to capture
RODS ARD SNOWSHOES.
fit
of the patient.
After death there
the loon, Mr. F.oyd kept at at, but to
is
genera
Iy
a
bevy
of
old
crones
who
I m ake Rangeley w ood and spilt bam-no avail.
boo rods for fly fishing and trallla®;,
Early yesterday morning the men MAINE FISH AND GAME ASSO-1sit about the body and moan and R ods to let. Snow shoes to order.
E. T. HOAR, Rangeley, Maine.
howl, day and night, till burial takes
employed in the Utica Gas & Electric
CIATI0N.
place.
Company’s plant discovered the bird
The language of the 'Siwasli is
frozen in the ice near the exhaust
guttera'i and sloppy—a sort of “ Isht,
pipe which empties into tbe canal in
GUIDES’ ADDRESSES.
At the annual meeting of
the gluck,” and general licking of the
the rear of the plant. A ladder was
T h is column is fo r sale to guides whe
In common with the tribes
secured and these emp'oyees of the Maine Sportsmen’s Fish and Game chops.
want tte lr addresses to appear
electric light company chopped the Association, h e d in Auburn recent and the white® there is in use since Main© W oods each w eek in a lph a b etic«!
order. F cr price, address, Maine W ood«*
ice from around the bird and rescued ly, President John F. Sprague said the Hudson Bay fur company operat fniuiips, Maine.
it: John Blenis, Amos Murtha, Alex that he had a strong leaning to ed in tue northwest another commqn
ander Profit, Tom Marion and Mr. wards the proposed scheme of pass language, known a© the Chinook. It James E. Durrell, Rangeley, Me.
McElwaine. Saturday afternoon there ing a law which shall prohibit the comprises but about 250 words, and Joseph J. Hill, The Forks, Maine.
was no ice an the canal in that lo killing of doe deer, and others ex the manner or tone in which some James Briggs, Howe Brook, Maine.
cality, due to the fact that a large pressed themse’ves as being in favor of the words are used changes the N. B. Nile, Rangeley Maine.
amount of hot water and steam had of such a law, one of the members, meaning materially,
“ Cla-ha-wia” is the general sal
been let into the canal through the W. E. Parsons of Foxcroft, advocat
exhaust pipes from manufacturing ing thej p an of letting anybody shoot utation and means “ How do you do.” I
p ants. It was extremely cold Satur all the bucks he can or wants to, but Skookum means good, strong, big.
Prepares thoroughly for all
day might and this caused the canal saying he believed the shooting of Tillacum, friend. Hiyu tillicum, great
college
and scientific school*.
doe
deer
should
be
absolute’yj
pro
friend;
Nah
wit
pa,
yes;
1
H
a
o
„
w
to freeze over.
College, Classical
cumtex, understand; Cuitan, horse;
When the loon was taken from the hibited.
and
water it appeared numb from the
Those in favor of such a law as cultus wawa, bad talk, or no good
English Courses.
cold. There was a solid piece of ice this, reason that it wou’dj eliminate talk, cultus being a word used much
on one wing and on one of its flap many of the annual shooting acci in the west in the ‘no good’ sense. Location ideal for high mountain air
pers.
The electricians melted the dents, as where a man must discover Muckamuck, food; Boston-man, white pure water and quiet environment.
A teacher for every 20 pupils.
ice and then put the bird in a crate. whether or not the animal he is man; klootchman, wife.
Old Indian Dan, a former slave of Winter term opens Tuesday, January
Humane Officer
Benedict was no- shooting at has antlers he must be
tofied and be in tqrn notified the more careful, and will not be so the Siwash tribe, lived by hints© «£ on 2, 1912. Spring term opens Wednes
day, April 3, 1912.
game protector. The latter took the quick to blaze away at a moving a high promontory overlooking the
Catalog
on
request. Write Principal»
sea.
When
asked
what
he
wished
for
bush.
loon to his home.
W. E. SA R G EN T, Litt. D.
most,
replied,
“
A
California
horse
an
1
During the afternoon the loos acte
President Sprague stated, how
Hebron,
Main«.
quite lively, but this morning show ever, that his impression was that Boston klootchman.”
These
Indians
might
moat
of
them
ed but little spirit.
Mr. Floyd threw Maine
sportsmen,
hunters
and
some canned salmon into th© tub guides are not general’y taking kind become quit© wealthy if they knew
how to care for their wealth. T h e y '
yesterday, b,ut the loon would not ly to th© idea..
earn much money in picking hops on i
touch it. He will try some fish to
There was also a very evident be
the Sound, but generally spend it
day .—Utica, N. Y. Exchange.
lief among many of the members
ail before they get home, purchasing down aloug the water front are al
present that all who go intio the
BO UN TIES ON MAINE GAME. Maine woods to shoot during the big expensive musical instruments, sew most on speaking terms with the big
There is no mistaking him,
ing machines, horses and top bug fellow.
game season should be obliged by
The vicious wild animal which law to buy a license, residents as gies, etc., and even ‘ including the for he has a broken leg which hangs
piano, leaving them out of doors, down in a very conspicuous manner
still remain within the borders af well as non-residents.
In regard to
Maine are a source of considerable this proposition President Sprague if it isn’t convenient or if there is not when he is flying through the air.
room in the small house.
Just how old the bird is, nobody
public expense.
Those are the bear spoke as follows:
The Quindaulti sa’mon is one of knows, but about five or six years
wolves and bobcats, upon which tbe
“ Tim© is ever obscuring the old the finest fish that bears the name, ago, be was first noticed.
The fact
state pays a bounty.
The reward
and
evolving new conditions, which and these are caught only in the riv that the leg hung down then brought
from the commonwealth for killing
a bear or wo’fl is $5, and that for a give birth to new problems; and to er, which flows from the lake down him to the attention of the people on
For through
When the fish day»
the
reservation.
At th© wharves.
wildcat is $2,
Last year the state these we must give attention.
several
years
some
of
us
have
ad
cam©
and
there
was much offal
on©
time
when
camping
at
the
lake
paid out $595 for bears that were
vocated tlhe licensing of resident the Indian® with us set their nets thrown overboard, the big gull al
slain and $826 for wildcats,, but for
several years no bounty has been hunters, hot wholly for revenue, but at the mouth, of a small stream and ways came in with the rest and
A f
sought for wolves as those ani have an accurate record of every captured a boatload before morning. feasted on the good things.
Th© sa'mon are caught in the ter a while, those on the wharves be
mals ar© rare now.
Maine’s boun moose and deer ki led, by whom
Since first
ties have . been c’assified as con killed, and in what section of the stream and in the breakers at the gan to look for him.
Statistics based upon such mouth of the river.
One o f the noticed, the broken-legged gull is al
structive and destructive and their state.
history is a long one.
At one time facts would be of substantial impor packers in the harbor told me he ways looked for when the gul'sj head
would pay the Indians of that agency into the harbor and he is always
the state tried to encourage the rais tance.”
The president praised the two alone for the past year the sum of watched while he i® flying about.
ing of com and wheat in this way
During the pa&t week, when there
and paid out $200,000 before it measures which the association had $60,000 for the fish they caught.
has been much ice drifting about the
O. M. M.
found the expense too great. It been if active in securing—'the regisharbor, the gulls have been unusually
also tried to foster the| si kworm and tration of ail the guides and the 11"
They have perched on
hunters. SEA G U LL W I T H BROKEN LEG numerous.
beet sugar industries, and for the lat seonsiug of non-resident
the ice and drifted down stream. The
ter expended $7,000.
The first de “ The first has put the game de
F R E Q U E N T L Y SEEN ALONG
they have £ own back to perch on
structive bounty was inaugurated in partment,” he said, “ in close touch
P O R T L A N D W A T E R FR O N T.
some other piece of ice.
These plea
1830, when the Legislature sought to with and given it control of all the
An old friend among the sea gulls ares have been denied the brokenrid the state of crows. The grant forest and lake guiding, and the
ing of $15,000 within a short time, other has made that department self- is frequently sighted by people along legged bird, but he has settled him
The Port self in the icy water, wholly unmindf
for bounties on crows, however, prov sustaining, so far as th© protection the Portland water front.
of big gam© is concerned.”
land Press says:
“All the peopf© ful o f the frigidity of the elements.
ed too much.
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“ Advertising Pays”
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Sandy River & Rangeley Lakes Railroad.
T im a -T a b le In Effect D ec.

P.M.
lv 10 50
A.M.
lv |3 00
lv 8 30

A.M.
lv +9 00
lv 8 65
lv 1 55

3 d , 1911.

P.M.
New York, (Gr. Cen, Sta )
Boston, (via Portsmouth) ar t3 05
Boston, (via Dover)
ar 3 30
ar 10 10
Portland

W O O D S,

GUEST AT TROUT BROOK CAMPS
HAS WORDS OF PRAISE,

A.M.
ar *5 35
A 11 12
ar 9 05
ar 5 35

S

PHILLIP S, M A I N E , F E B R U A R Y 15, 1912.

“ steel where

steel

belongs"

To the Editor Maine Woods:
Dear Sir:—In reading one of the j
A.M.
A M.
December numbers of 1911 maga
Farmington,
ar 6 57 ar t9 35 ar 2 15
lv 12 01 lv 5 15 lv til 00
zines of the Maine W oods I read an j
12 06
Strong,
12 32
5 47
lv 1 42
article that interested me some what.
A.M.
It appears to me that, a whole lot of
lv 5 50
Strong,
ar 1 30
6 16
Salem,
1 05
jealousy exists between some hunters
lv 12 45
Kingfield.
6 35
ar 11 50
1V t8 00
or so-called sportsmen.
Embody the latest and greatest improvement in
Carrabasset,
The article I have reference to is
8 25
11 23
Bigelow
lv 11 00
u 855
written by a Mr. W. M. Bayer of Em
shotgun ammunition
in the
and
,
A.M.
P.M.
lenton,Pa., ini which, he writes for
Strong,
6 26
8 45
1 42
where it
be in order to afford protection to
the benefit of Mr. C. B. Hutchison of
lv 1 20
ar 6 10
Phillips,
lv t6 05 lv Î7 30 ar 12 25 ar t3 00
lv 7 40 ar 12 55 lv 6 15 ar 12 30
the shooter. Absolutely the handsomest, best con
Oil City, Pa., who claims an injustice
Redington,
7 17
11 26
9 15
12 00 had been done to Mr. Wm. B liott of
structed and finest shooting goods ever produced.
Eustis
Junction.
f9 40
Dead River,
Penobscot camps through Mr. Robert
n 43
flO 62
Rangeley,
Peters “ Target” and “ High Gun
ar 8 00
lv tlO 45 lvtll 00
*r 10 15
Walker of Trout Brooks camps of
P.M.
A.M.
P.M
A.M.
A.M.
A.M.
P.M.
A.M.
See Note
See Note Mackamp, Maine.
— are superior to
brands of
I have never
f. Train stops on signal or notice to conductor,
met any of the above named parties
other makes. Try them for your fall field shooting.
t Daily except Sunday.
except Mr. Walker, and found him
* Daily except Monday.
Full descriptive booklet mailed on request.
A. Change of cars at South Lawrence.
a gentleman in every respect. The
Note. Trains Nos. 7 ani 12 are subject to cancellation any day without previous notice.
article I have reference to appears
m o r r is McDo n a l d .
f. n . beal.
President & General Manager
General Passenger Age
very unsportsmanlike.
I can’t see
NEW YO‘tK : 38 Chambers St.. T. H. Keller, Manager
that these people should feel so disSAN FRANSC1CO: 608-612 Howard St., J. S. French.lManager.
UPPER snug for the night.
A DEER H U N T ON T H E
satisfied when some o f their neighNEW ORLEANS; 321 Magazine St., E. F, Leckert, Manager
ENCHANTED.
We had shot some partridges going bors from their own and surrounding
in and there was a stove in the camp towns are still going to Mackamp and
This Season’s Hunt Successful With
and we had potatoes and butter and all are satisfied. I don’t think a true
Two Deer on the List.
the fixings with us and say, if you think sportsman would end himself in such physical
endurance
when a fawn
those birds didn’ t taste good broiled for a miserable task,
ha® nerve enough to walk deliberately;
Erabden, Me., Feb. 10, 1912.
supper, just tramp all day some day
In my opinion the world owes us a up to a man within shooting distance
To the Editor of Maine W oods:'
with a light lunch for dinner, and then a living, but we have got to hustle fol in open view on a raBroad track, and
it. There are different ways of get has six or more shots fired before he
W e started the last of November, j try some,
four of us, with a pair of horses and a
We hunted two days and got three ting it; some it comes to very easy, bites the dust of the railroad. I think
Largest Fur House in Southern
big wagon to try and get some deer.
deer and the third morning when we while others really expect it a great railroad tracks come in very handy
Minnesota.
We started from Embden at 6 o’clock got up it was just beginning to snow deal easier than they really ought to at such times, don’t they, brother,
Highest cash price paid for all
When you talk about age, let me tell
in the morning and drove to Caratunk and it snowed hard until 9 A. M., when Ihave it.
kinds o f raw furs. Send in your
shipments or write for our price
There are lots of remedies to heal you, brother sportsmen, giving all du
list. We also handle hides, wool
and pelts.
sores in the market today without respect to one of the parties I met
2 ^¿ -2 18 E.CIark St., Albert Lea,Minn.
; telling troubles that are really a c -, while at Mackamp, I take my hat off
1cumulated by themselves through the to Mr. H. L. Geering of Em lenton,
press columns of sporting magazines. ; Pa., who I think is one of the finest
1Everyone has troubles o f his own and1and best preserved men for his age
this in your va'uable paper I thank
doesn’t care to hear about others, but1of 70 years, and has been hunting you.
every knock is a boost.
The army j deer for 50 years.
He seems to be
Yours very sincerely,
of tack hammer carriers is the larg satisfied with the place and can at
Tenderfoot No. I.
est in the word.
They have Coxey’ any time give the best of them a
C A R R A B A S S E T T SPRING FARM.
army beaten a mile.
Some are get run for their money when it comes
ting round-shouldered carrying their to traveling in the woods, and I
hammer, knocking, bawling and spit never saw ham while I was in his A Delightful Spot for a Summer Va
cation— Now Under New
ting forth their wonderful amount of presence hunting on railroad tracks.
Management.
The tenderfoots of this season I
jealousies, hypocrisy and gal<5 after
am very sorry as heretofore did not
wearing off their welcome.
¡They have a thousand
different have an orchestra this season, march . CarraJbasset Spring Farm, situated
stories of their own that would drive ing through the woods abreast just in Jerusalem Township, in the heart
A NICE BUNCH OF BEAUTIES.
the most brainy lawyer in the world a few rods apart, and whistle when of the forest and on the shore of
to drink trying to solve their dif they lost sight of one another for fea Carrabasset river, is an ideal spot
But as a ru'e a. in Maine for rest and recreation, a
ferent problems and reasons why. No of being lost.
to dinner a distance of 23 miles and then it stopped with about four inches on the scientist riving could show them any tramp through the woods does a fel a place where one can enjoy home
after the team got rested a little we ground.
A ride on a buckboard comforts, rest and pleasure. As one
other way but their own.
The more low good.
hitched'up again and drove to the West
Well, we started out with good cour- some people try to learn the less wagon is still better; gives him a rises in the morning and steps out
Forks hotel where we stayed all night age f or we knew it we found a track it they know. Speaking of deer hunt more hearty appetite for venison, onto the piazza of either farm or
and the next morr.ing started again WOuld be a fresh one and in an hour’ s ing, when they have a good season |which instead is sometimes substi cattage.the panorama is grand—the
bright and early, this time with a steel time there were plenty o f tracks and and game is plentiful and easy com  tuted by some of Boston’s famous sun rising on Mount Bigelow six
shod sled and not a flake of snow on the between 10 A. M. and 3 P. M., we shot ing too luck is with them.
fruit that can be procured at any j miles away with all the colors of the
ground.
f,v e deer, and all good ones.
The next
Oh, then everything is sunshine an 3-cent bean restarant. This was my rainbow—in the east the Popple Hill
We had hay and grain enough to last morning we started for home, well BBl Jones or John Doe has the fin- i fourteenth season for deer hunting. with its light green carpet, and in
the horses a week and also grub enough pieased with our trip. When we got est deer hunting camp they e v e r; I have stopped at quite a few hunt the west Black Knobble with a thick
for ourselves, all but the meat, and that heme the eight deer weighed 1,050 struck; they almost take an oath the ing camps and I wish tha+ some of growth of spruce and pine.
we expected to shoot.
pounds and they were all fat and nice will never go to any other hunting my brother sportsmen could have bee
After enjoying this splendid view
We drove nearly straight west nine
My game this last fall was 1 bear,
camp as long as they live.
It’s a . with me then; they might have had one can step right down to the shore
miles when we came to an old lumber- deer“ 1 mink and a few partridges.
I take my hat off t of the river and take a morning dip
dream, a real diamond.
If they on’T reason to kiek.
man’s camp and hovel where we put
in the cool, brimming pool or take
have a few hardtacks or cold bis* i Mr. Walker in regard to his table.
S. P. Dunbar.
up the horses and made everything
his
rod and help himself to red
It is one of the best supplied I ever
cuits; they don’t want three meals
If speckled beauties for breakfast. Then
a day; who cares as long as they { sat down to in a hunting camp.
this
J U S T duce his shooting expense in
N E W IDEAL HAND BOOK
get the gam e; faces on them as j I don’t see what I want I always ask if he wishes to take a walk, there
way.
They show, for example, that
OUT.
The rest I am sure had the are Hammond pond and brook, Redbig as the moon trying to get that if for it.
the .32-40 high power factory cart
ington
pond and stream, Huston
they could, everybody happy, season same chance, and I got what
I wante
j
The Mar'dn Firearms Co.,
have ridges cost the shooter $34.20 net per ended. Homward bound, fine luck, In regard to game we had all the brook and Popple stream, from ten
minutes’ to one hour’s walk from the
sent us a copy of the new
Ideal 1,000; the same cartridges loaded by lots of game.
Fireside stories of venison we wanted besides rabbits
farm—all teeming with brook trout.
Hand Book No. 22, just off the press. hand, buying the new primed shells the ones that got away.
Smiles and and partridges, also barnyard phea
and
other
component
parts,
cost
In
season there are blackberries, red
This is similar to the previous ispleasant chats waiting for the next sants and beans, which I enjoyed ver
raspberries
and b’aieberries in
sues of the Hand Book, familiar to ^lie shooter $26.96 per 1,000; when season to come.
‘much.
abundance on the farm.
Elegant
all expert shooters during the p a st! the shel s are reloaded with exactly
Next season following the crisis
Now if Mr. W. M. B. and his drives through forests +o Bigelow,
25 years, but the new edition is cor- the same powder charge, primors comes.
AH forward to camp they friends didn’t care for beans, I am |
Stratton, Eustis, Flagstaff and Dead
rected to date and has been ampp- and factory bullets, the expense is go; everybody happily thinnklng and
sure there were enough other things j River, ©r Kingfield may be taken.
fied by the addition o f about
20 only $13.46 per 1,000— you make an talking of what’s doing when they
to chew.
Seems as if there is a j Everything is raised on the farm for
pages of very useful *nd interesting , actual saving of $20.74 on 1,000 car- get to camp, everything still
in rag still being chewed.
I suppose i use on the table.
It is one of the
information for shooters, so that the ' fridges.
doubt, now they strike the doughnut if
the
rest
of Mr. W. M. B.’ finest hunting grounds of the Dead
Its likts hand cast bullets tek’isj nil compared with the diamond of last friends jumped into Moose river he
new edition comprises 160 pages.
River region.
Deer, moose, bears,
In this book the Marlin Co., does about gas check bullets (which take •sea-son.
I don’t think the borne would have done the same as far as
foxes and rabbits may all be found
not leave it to the imagination or the place of metal jacketed bullets, should be put on the keeper of the treatment is concerned.
The kind
If
experiences of the shooter to decide with less wear of barrel); gives tab camp if the party only got two deer. ness and hospitality that Mr. and Mr within one to two miVs. away.
you are contemplating a summer va
that the saving in cost of ammunition les of shotgun or smooth bore gages; When I went to Mackamp Mr. Walke Walker extended to us is the best I
cation, do not forget the Spring
by reloading the empty shells act round hall for shot guns; tables of never guaranteed me any deer.
I ever had.
I spent from the 9th of Farm, so named from the famous Car
velocity,
penetration,
etc.;
twists
of
ually amounts to enough to make it
heard through some of my friends November to the 29th at Mr. Walker’ rabasset Mineral Spring water where
worth while—they prove by actual rifling in rifle barrets made by the there were lots of deer there hut you camp.
In that time there were 22 you can enjoy rest and pleasure, home
cost figures that any man who various arms companies; tells how to had to go after them.
I had no |deer brought into camp by 13 hunt comforts and rare mountain air,
shoots considerab’ y can materially rej find the twist in any rifle barrel; trouble in getting my limit in the tir j ers as follows: 7 8- paints, one weigh
tables of powders, primers, etc. This I was there— and I shot them my ing 184 and one 186; the other 5 j pure sparkling mineral water, good
book lias 160 pages of information self—and not on the C. P. R. R. averaging 170 pounds apieoe, also fishing and hunting.
N. Champagne.
every shooter needs; sent free to tracks at that.
Many times since one 6-point, 2 4-points, 4 does, three |
any shooter for three stamps post I have been hunting deer and have fawns, 5 spike bucks.
I have the |C R U EL D E A T H FOR OUR AMERI
age by The Marlin Firearms Co., spent a whole season in the woods j photographs to show these.
In treating a headache, there is one
CAN EAGLE.
These !
safe rule to follow:—Never use any
33 Willow Street, New Haven, Conn, day after day without getting a shot i are open for inspection by any one ‘
medicine containing acetanilid or similar
The other day, in Back River at.
or having a chance to s core or wh# wants to see them, and can be
coal-tar derivatives without the advice
bring ,in liver for breakfast. In my seen at Mackamp next season.
I -Trevett, Bootkbay, a large American
of yeur physician. They may give
CARDS experience I never had any game come1think Mr. Walker has one of the bald headed eagle, the emb’iem of
temporary relief, but they almost never
S T E V E N S ' T R A P SCORE
reach the cause of the trouble and are
the United States, was found frozen
to me, and never expected it to. I finest camps in northern Maine.
FOR GUN CLUBS.
likely to weaken the heart. The most
in a trap that had been set for squir
always
had
to
go
after
them
if
I
i
common form of headache, frequently
In writing this I don’t mean to thro
The trap
wanted any.
Lots of hunters if they! any insinuations or any ill* feelings rels, minks and rabbit®.
called sick headache, arising from a
disordered stomach, may be avoided
was
baited
with
a
crow
that
had
don’t
get
their
limit
you
can
bet
towards Mr. Elliott, as I have never
The J. Steven® Arms and
Tool
by care in the choice of food. Shun
been previously shot, which the keen
„ „
¡.your life the camp keeper, as a rule, met the gentleman.
This
hunting
pastry, candy and rich food, take time Company, Chicopee Falls, Mass., has ^
J(. T le y
say
huntera
When
to eat, chew your food thoroughly and
life is a very funny proposition after sighted eagle soon discovered.
issued
a
quantity
of
attractive
and
found one foot held this powerful
vdiile hunting deer give a wide berth all.
keep your bowels in good condition by
If you take it under considera
bird; the trap being fastened pre
using one-half to one teaspoonful of useful trap shotting score cards, to railroad tracks and leave that lo 
tion, everybody’s fighting as we wend
L. F. Atwood’s Medicine after each
vented him from rising with it.
cality to the inexperienced tenderfoot our way along.
printed
on
substantial
stock,
in
two
Every
fellow
blames
meal This old reliable remedy has
The
broad wings were fu’ ly spread
or
parties
whose
age
or
physical
been a perfect blessing to thousands colors.
the
other
fel’ ow.
Hunting
To any gun club requesting
ready for flight.
It was a cruel
stamina would not permit them to
fo r sixty years. Get a bottle today,
and prove it for yourself. Any dealer satme, they will be pleased to send a endure *he roughing which is neces deer is like a game of chance. Noth death for our (national bird, which is
has ty for thirty-five cents, or we mail Isaiuply o f the Stevens trap
so«re sary while hunting deer.
I don’t ing absolutely sure, everything’s a to be mounted and presented to some
a free sample on request. 1», F. Medi
cards, with their compliments.
think that it takes very much iguess, so if you can find room for museum in Maine.
cine Co., Portland, Me,

Peters

FACTORY LOADED SHOT SHELLS
must

ed shells

—steel

head

rim

”—medium pric
high priced

THE PETERS CARTRIDGE COMPANY, CINCINNATI, OHIO
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Headaches ani Their Treatment.

Albert Lea Hide
& Fur Go.

M A IN E
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M A IN E W O O D S
IS S U E D W E E K L Y .

J. W . Brackett Co.
Phillips, Maine

____

O U T IN G E D IT IO N .
I »a g e «, ................................. $1.00 per year
L O C A L E D IT IO N .
I t and 1« p a g e s .................. $1.50 per year
Canadian, Mexican, Cuban and Pana
m a subscriptions, 60 cen ts extra, p o r •l*n subscription«, 76 cen ts extra.
Entered as second class matter, January 21,
the postoffice at Phillips, Maine, under

1909, a t

the Act of March 3,1879,

T b e Maine W ood s thoroughly covers
the entire state o f M aine as to H un t
ing, Mailing, Trapping, Camping and
Outing news and the
w hole Franklin
eouroty locally.
¡Maine W ood s solicits com m unications
s a d fish and gam e photographs from Its
readers.
W hen ordering the address o f your
»a p »r changed, please g ive the old as
Weil as new address.
T h e Editions of the Maine Woods
this week are 6,500 copies.

Thursday, February 15, 1912.

LOCAL NOTES
E. R. Wilder, a ¿ravening isialesiman
tar ¡the Oliver Typewriter icompany
o.f Bo.stefn, w.as in .town ¡this week.
Harry B tea is passing an enforced
vacation by .illness.
His place ais
ibrakeanan on the passenger train is
¡being .taken toy Ray Hinkiey.
Roland Hinds and Harry Berry
were callers in Strong .Sunday.
Miss Ma.be1 Hinkiey of Madrid was
fin town tbijs week, the guest of ¡her
sister, Mrs. Dana Walker.
A valuable boras belonging (to
Leonard Rrafit to»ad to toe killed last
week.
got loose and ran out
o f doors and they found him wiith
a broken leg.
-Mrs. Edgar R Toofhaker, who has
been suffering for isome time with
¡her eyes, is now in Part'and, where
¡She went last Friday for treatment
toy Dr. Holt, w.bo calls ,it clogging of
fche cornea.
Mrs. Fremont .Seamanan visited her
aunt, Miss >Corde;in Butterfield, in
•North Auburn last week Friday, ret urntag borne Monday.
The W. C. T. U. will meet with Mrs.
W. B. Hoyt Friday, Feb. 23, at 2 30 p.
m.
Mrs. J. B. Warren of Woodfords
spent Sunday with her brother, R. H.
Preble.
The trade was closed this week by
R. H. Preble and E. H. Whitney for
the purchase of the drug business for
merly owned by W. A. D. Cragin and
Mr. Preble has taken possession. On
account of the serious illness of Mr.
Preble, he has employed Mrs. W. S.
Holmes of Northeast Harbor, a regis
tered druggist, who has been employed
by him at various times, to attend 1o
the prescriptions at his old place o f
business, while R. H. Trecartin will
have charge of the Corner store for the
present. We are pleased to report that
Mr. Preble’s condition is somewhat im
proved.
Read the ad. of the Sandy River &
Rangeley Lakes railroad for low rates
to Portland for the Automobile show,
February 19-24. It gives you a week’s
time there as the tickets are limited to
the 26th.
Mrs. C. E. Watts of Windber, Pa.,
came Wednesday night to visit her sis
ter, Mrs. R. H. Preble.
DEATHS.
Stratton, Feb. 9, Robert Phillips,
aged about 60 years.
Farmington, Feb. 7, Julia Bickford,
aged 69 years, 7 mos.
Strong, Feb. 6, Miss Anna C. Huner, aged 53 years, 2 mos.
Portland, Feb. 9, Mrs. Alice Swift
wife of Frank E. True, aged 49 years
Very

Sim ilar.

Mrs. Ecru—Although I have been to
school and college and am supposed
to be educated, I always mix up those
two countries—Rococo and Morocco.
—Meggendorfer Blaetter.

E x ce ls io r. Finest low-growing, Bet_______ ,
*?e?' i?arfiy, large pods and peas, stout vines,
iplendid cropper. A d m ir a l D e w e y . Largest
podded pea grown. Best of
■¿SEGbi}}3^ivtlie late varieties.
H trN F q T

CUCUM BERS

b

V ick e r y ’ s F o rcin g . E x e e l-

If.D & r lent outdoors or under glass.
-m & r Wonderfully prolific. O u r

seed !bpure stock. T w e n t ie t h C e n t u r y . Ideal
for slicing. Crisp and lender. Continuous
, producer. Few culls. Dependable catalog
V—honest as (Jregory’ s seeds—sent free.

U J. H. GREGORY A_SON.210Elm SI., Marblehead. Mass.

CUCUMBERS

WOODS,

P H IL L IP S ,
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By the time we had picked up the
trail again it was too dark to follow.
So we pitched camp for the night. I
remember eating a meal big enough
for two men, and then I temember a
hoot owl trailing across the sky with
his call, and then it was six o’clock and
Andy was waking me for the new day’s
trail.
This time the bear was heading for
Waddley Brook mountain. Continually
we could see where he had scratched or
stopped to loak around About 9 a. m.
we came upon an ant hill which he had
torn up, for bruin seem3 to like the
tart taste of these little folk. Just be
yond was an old stump he had torn up
to get at the juicy grubs; and alj
around was the fresh spoor. W ej were
getting close now, so that eating was
out of the question. Up the side of
Waddley Brook mountain we followed,
to see him there at last.
This time there was no mistake, he
was sitting up in the open, sheltered by
a large rock.
Quietly we worked
It was a keen, brisk morning when raised their noses from the stream, nearer, but bruin was restless. Con
I started with, any guide from our looked a moment at us in curiosity tinually he worked up the mountain
camp at Setoois Bridge.
Up Sebois and then disappeared in the forest. side. We were beginning to think he
stream we paddi’edi with, the clouds And as we came camp ward it seem had gone on, when suddenly he appear
shadowing the slope and making just ed as if the great mountains beyond ed, sitting up on his haunches and look
the ideal weather for the trip. Sau- were towering up to the clouds to ing calmly down at us. Andy and I
telle brook was our first objective, bid us solemn welcome.
fired together; bruin made one huge
I always arrange my Maine trip
but as we slowly made our way
bound and disappeared over the crest,
there, my line was cast athwart Se for the first three weeks in Novem leaving us only a trail of blood.
There are several advantages
bois stream to see what might be ber.
Eagerly we followed, but the bear
First, you get the prime of
seen.
I remember watching a squir in this.
now knew what was after him, and
rel leap from bough to bough, and the hunting season; deer, moose, dusk found us again far in the rear.
was just wondering what was going bear, fox, fisher, bobcats, wi'dt geese, So we camped for the night. Some
no
on in the big city I had left, when duck,, snipe, and last but by
where in toe dark a fox was barking;
means
to
be
despised,
bunny
rab;
—something hit my hook with such
once toward midnight deer came by and
vim that I almost upset the canoe. all these are waiting for you; to say scenting the camp stood whistling"and
It’s exciting for us city dwel nothing of a score of the feathered i pounding. But at dawn we were on
lers, this first lunge and tug of a folk of the woods.
the trail again. This time for our last
The whirr of the grouse, the trail
trout and as I saw that rainbow
trip, for bruin had taken the hint and
form leap through the swirl, efvery of the bear, with every paw mark j left. In spite of Andy’s skill we could
thought of business and the big city bringing its thrill, where even the not pick up the trail, so reluctantly we
vanished; only one .purpose thrilled most expert guide must keep his eye turned back to the main camp. It’s
through all my brain—to hang on to peeled for the furry coat of bruin not always the trophy that brings the
No
that trout till the net lifted
him stealing through the spruce.
most pleasure; and even if I didn’ t get
call
ew
hunter
need
hope
to
get
a the fur overcoat, I had a good time
safe.
Soon he was lying on a bed
of coo*1- moss and my line out in in shot at him, for bruin is one of and the chance of another. Besides,
vitation for more.
Three times
there was Luther Hall, the genial pro
more that surging dash was repeat- ,
prietor of Sebois Bridge camps, ready
ed and every time it was an equal
to give us the best of times and to tell
surprise; three times my fish leaped
us where we could get on the trail of
clear and always my good guide was
a moose.
ready with the net.
Who can ever
It happened this way: Andy and I
tell the joy of the trout stream? Cer
started from camp on Monday morning.
tainly I may not try, only this; as
Some six miles from camp we came
w© neared our landing place on Se
across a moose trail that looked good
bois stream there were seven speck
to us, so tve started off on the hunt.
led beauties waiting for the pan.
Andy declared he was some six hours
ahead of us, and soon we came to
At the foot of White Horse Rips
where he had yarded. But he hadn’ t
we drew up the canoe and lit tne
stayed long. Something had sent him
midday fire; and there with
the
swiftly away. By noon he was still
song of the white water in
our
ahead, but evidently so near that we
ears, we banqueted on those luscious
thought it best to go right on, eating a
fish.
Then lying outstretched on ,
bite, as we traveled. Right over Sugarthe fragrant spruce boughs we smok- j
loaf mountain we followed and camped
¡ed and dreamed of the upper trail !
that night in its shadows. Betimes we
where still greater joys awaited us.
were up and out again. And soon we
Knapsacks packed, we started off !
found the moose yarding. After some
again for White Horse lake. After
stalking we got an elegant chance for a
15 miles of paddling, with the sky ;
shot, but found to my chagrin that he
mirrored in thei lake and the great j
was a “ crotch horn’ ’ moose, and so re
quiet wilderness around us, no won
AFTER THE HUNT.
solved to wait for a better one.
der I began to feel like a new man.
The very last week of my trip came,
Nothing like the Maine breezes and
and with it regrets that the holiday was
thè songs of her trout streams to the most keen-scented and restless
so soon to end. Yet there was time
cure tired nerves.
Even the half- tramps of the wilderness.
it’s a
enough to get a buck or two. So off
mile carry from White Horse
to long hunt and a quick shot if you
we started. This time it was Meyer, a
Show Shoe lake brought its com would bring home his overcoat. Not
veteran sportsman and the gnide with
pensations; a loon laughing far off soon shall I forget our four days’
whom I went. We had not not been
in the distance, a hawk sailing far hunt.
It was a revelation to me.
long out when we came across a trail
up in the sky, and everywhere the The bear was some six hours in ad
and soon had the deer going. Meyer
quiet voices of the wood’s folk about vance when my guide and I took
caught sight of him several times, and
us.
Clear up to the heel of Snow the trail at Snow Shoe mountain.
at last got a chance. “ Bang” went
Shoe mountain we g ided and then All day long we followed him, and
his rifle and when I came up there lay
girded ourselves for the trail to our onTy| when dusk fell did we camp
a buck of about 185 pounds. His ant
camp at Sautelle brook.
on the trail creeping silently into j
lers made me envious, for they cer
Not soon shall I forget that trail. our sleeping bags.
tainly did make a fine trophy. But
It seemed as if I bad only just j
From time to time a porcupine shuf
there was a chance for me yet. It
fled a,way, or climbed a tree in a taken 20 winks and a snore when was not more than an hour later that
shower of dry bark.
Eighteen deer Andy, or as we write it, Andrew? Pa<- my turn came and I bowled over a good
we counted e’er the dusk fell and ken, good guide and true, shook me looking buck of about the same size.
Grouchily I turn
the campfire glowed in the distance. to wakefulness.
I was still surveying my prize when I>
It was with a sigh of solid comfort ed out, hut turned to a smile as heard Meyer’s gun again.
Sure
that we ate our supper and
then I smelled the luscious breakfast Andy enough, he had bagged his second, a
curled up in the warm blankets, to had made for us.
buck bigger than his first one.
“ He’s only two hours ahead of us
sleep the sleep of peace.
So the days sped by and it was time
now,” said Andy, “ and it’s six now.
Early next morning we took the
to
come away. Hall, the proprietor of
Let’s get on the trail,” so
away
canoe up Sautelle brook clear
to
we sped.
It was just about eight the six camps had certainly given us a
the Forks.
If ever a man bad good
Never would we have
o'clock when we came to where good time.
fishing, I was that lucky man. Not
bruin had denned for the night and thought that we were out in the woods
singly, but by twos and threes- they
I began to feel that be was surely at night. For the beds were as com
rose to the fly, till my creel was
our meat.
On we went, stopping fortable and the food as fine as any
full and every need was satisfied.
only for a bite at noon.
A birch man would want. With our trophies
Still the hungry fish rose gamely at
partridge offered a tempting target we made our way out again, but even
the fly.
That day was one long har
and a promise of bird on toast, but as the bustle and noise of city greeted
mony of the singing reel and the
we put the temptation aside
and us we were longing to be back again
song of the stream.
One hundred
forged ahead.
One shot and bruin |at old Sebois Bridge camps. Anyway,
and six trout we hooked and land
would travel on without any further j there is many an other day, and next
ed, though of course almost all of hint.
season will find us at the same old wellthem were returned, lest we find
beloved spot.
W© had now crossed Snow Shoe j
shame in killing these shining war
muontain and waded through Wadriors of the pool, needlessly.
What a "Twister” Is.
dley bog. It was just about 4.30 when
The sky was red and golden as
In life Insurance parlance the "twist
we caught a glimpse of the
bear.
we drifted back to camp.
And at
Audy pointed him out and he surely er” is that smooth-tongued emissary
almost every bend we saw game. No
looked big to me.
But the best of who goes about trying to persuade you
a buck lifted superb antleris above
hunters sometimes makes mistakes. to surrender your policy in a company
thè brush, now a doe raised
the
with which you are perfectly content,
After a heart breaking stalk, bruin
on the ground that the rival company
whit© flag and sai’ed away silently.
turned out to be a huge griza'y por which he represents will surely yield
Just as we passed the big boulder cupine, who grunted disgust at
better results.
below the Forks two huge cow moose being disturbed.

WITH THE SPORTSMEN
OF OLD SEBOIS
BRIDGE.

Where the Streams Are Full of
Speckled Beauties and the Forests
Full of Game.

J

MT. VIEW
Hugh Pendexter and
Son on a Snow Shoe
ing Trip Here.
Twenty-five registered this weekThe ice in Rangeley lake ha»
reached a thickness of from 25 to
30 inches.
Louis Young of Portland, empToyed
by W. D. Hinds, has been here for
about a week, looking after Mr.
Hinds’s camps at Haines Landings
and making arrangements for the
wood and ice for the coming summer.
Edwin S. Cummings of Bemis, en
tertained Mr. Hugh Pendexter and
son at Mt. View Thursday night.
They are on a snowshoe trip around
the lakes and report a splendid time*
with the snow about right for snowshoeing and certainly the weather
could not be more Ideal.
Frank Plummer, the e’ erk at Moun
tain View, is spending the winter
here and has made arrangement«
with Mr. Bowley for the coming sea
son.
Frank has been here 15 years
and will greet both old guests and
n©wMn this, his sixteenth season o£
faithful service.
In reviewing the season of 1911
we find a total registration of 1,392
names representing 19 states and
two Canadian provinces, namely:
Maine, New Hampshire,
Vermont,
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connect’
icut, New York, New Jersey, Penn
sylvania, Georgia, Illinois, Indiana*
Michigan,
Mississippi,
Minnesota,
Ohio, Kansas, Utak, California, Wash
ington, D. C., and Quebec and New
Brunswick, Canada.
The bouse
opened for the summer Saturday.,
May 13.
Miss Cornelia T. Crosby
better known as Fly Rod, made her
first visit Monday, May 15.
Wed
nesday, June 7, the Farmington StateNormal school held a banquet. About
60 regisered that noon.
The
c e s s exercises were held in the big
parlor and each student received her
diploma at Mountain View”. Seventeen
days later we find still another ban
quet. The Masonic Order of Farm
ington entertained the Wilton and
Skowhegan lodges with an attendanceof 202 as shown by the register. A f
ter this the summer guests began
to come straggling in a few at
time, tiBt the hot wave, that affected
the whole country, drove them out
of the cities by the train load and
from then until the middle of Sept
ember the house and cottages were
filled nearly all of the time, a few
remaining until the first of October.
We moved into winter quarters
Oct. 8 and so far have had a fair
business, but are laying plans tar
a still greater business for the sum
mer of 1912.
FO U N D ER
OF
BR ITISH
BOY
SC O UTS ARRIVES IN AM ER 
ICA.
Lieutenant General Sir Robert SS. Baden-Powell, K. C. B., K. C. V .
O., hero of t^e Mafeking siege in
the Boer war and founder of
the
British Boy Scouts, recently arrived
in New York city on board
the
Steamship Arcadian.
Baden-Powell’s visit to this coun
try is under the auspices of
th«
Boy Scouts of America.
He will
meet the boy scouts, talk with them*
tell them stories of scouting in war
and in peace and wi’ l see what the
boys in this country are doing. He
is the hero of the British
Boy
Scouts.
Because of his magnetism, his in
terest in the boys, his love of ad
venture and of big deeds, he always
has appealed to the boys wherever
he goes.
It is likely that still great
er enthusiasm in boy scout activities
will be aroused by the presence o f
the man whose genius has worked
out the movement in such a re
markable detail.

M A IN E

CLASSIFIED
Oni cent a word in advance. No head
lin e o r other display. Subjects In a. b.
e. order.
FOR SALE.
FOR SALE—Shoats and small brood
Sows.
B. F. Beal.
FOR SALE- -38 caliber Winchester
repeating rifle, as good
as new
Inquire of R. H. Preble, Phillips, Me.
FOR SALE1—$20.00 Edison phono
craph for sale cheap.
Inquire at
Maine Woods office.
BOILER,
TEN HORSE POWEi
with smoke stack—$50 Need tht
room. J. W. Brackett Co., Phillip*
Maine.

WOODS,

Avon.
Avon, Feb. 12, 1912.
On Wednesday evening, Feb. 7, the
neighbors and friends of C. W. Cook
met at his home to celebrate his birth
day ; the affair was a complete sur
prise to him. There were about 30
present, and the evening was very
pleasantly spent in conversation, and
the playing of crokinole and flinch. A
generous treat of apples, peanuts and
home-made candies was passed. At a
late hour the guests departed, wishing
Mr. (Took many more such birthday
gatherings.
Mrs. Mary S. Hudson of Portland, is
spending a few weeks with her daugh
ter, Mrs. J. A. Norton.
Mrs. Geo. M. Will is recovering very
nicely from her recent surgical opera
tion.

FOR SALE— 90 acres land with set
of buildings situated in Phillips
Will sell buildings and what land
anyone wants. 30 acres timberland;
fine view;
excellent water; good
orchard; situated between two rivers
East Weld, February 5, 1912.
which come together in this place;
Mrs. Chas. Sanborn went to Phillips
excellent summer home. Apply to recently to see her mother, Mrs.
George G. Batchelder, Phillips, Me. Nehemiah Haines who is very ill.
John Masterman and his sister, Mrs.
FOR SALE—The unusually staunch
Melvina Holden of Stillwater, Minn,,
and ab'e steam yacht, 'Wa-\\p” of
visited at J. H. Buker’ s last week.
about 22 H P.
Th© U. S. Govern
Their parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. Norris
ment inspection of 1911 showed her
Masterman, formerly of Phillips, went
to be in first class condition
May
to Minnesota in the fifties, when they
be inspected at Camp Bellevue, Up
were too small to remember living
per Dam, Maine.
Price ft'H
be
here. This winter they came east to
reasonable to a quick purchas«r. Ap
see their relatives, mostly cousins,
ply to Dr. Norton Downs Fordhooke
among whom are B. Emery Pratt of
Farm Three Tuns, Pa.
Or Archer
Livermore Falls, Mrs. N. D. Wing of
D. Poor, at camp.
East Madrid, Mrs. J. H. Buker of
Weld,'Ed. Masterman and Mrs. Silas
IF you are troubled with a cough, Nelson of Moosehead; also Mrs. Julia
asthma, bronchitis, hoarseness,
or Thorny, an aunt and her daughter, a
throat and C.ung trouble.
I
will Mrs. Davenport at Sumner.
They
send you a simple receipt, Nature’s have an aunt and cousin at Rockland,
remedy, that will relieve and in most Mass., and several more distant rela
instances cure the above mentioned tives in Boston and vicinity whom they
complaints.
Ingredients cheaply an will visit on their return. They are at
easily obtained.
Send one do lar an Moosehead this week.
your address to S. E. Drew, L. B.
Mr. Ridlonville, stopped at J. H.
55, Onawa, Me.
Buker’s one night recently.
Several of the students from Weld
attending Wilton Academy, came home
W ANTED.
Friday the third, as the school did not
j keep on account of the teachers’ con
WANTED—To buy camp or cmn(p vention.
Jot in the woods o f .Maine.
E. A.
Phton, Corinna, Me., R. No. 1.

East Weld

P H ILL IP S ,

M A IN E,

FEBRUARY

Joe Sweeitser and family visited
Mr. and .Mrs. Fred Ellsworth one
day last week.
Master Herbert Wonlhley Las been
on .the sick list the past week .with
the prevailing cold.
They are cutting the second cut
ting of dee on the «pond.
J. E. Noble is on the night crew
(at the apooj. mijh
Mis« Zelda Morden ha« finished
work for Mrs. Sara H uff an Free
man.
Mis« Mildred Kinney viisifed her
friend, Mis« Elinor Huttchins, in
town over Sunday.
J. A. Norton was ?.t G. F. Beat’«
Monday on town business.
Mrs. Luc’ada Butter fief d o f PhilI’ips is visiting .her daughter, ,Mrs.
J. E. Noble.

Madrid.
Madrid, Me., Feb. 13, 1912.
We have experienced some
very
cold weather, the ¡thermometer going
to 22 degrees fae’ow in places and
/80 degrees below wa« noticed in a
few LocaLities.
James Bursdei «ad family were at
JJ. C. Wet1« ’ a few evenings ago.
A. J. Kinney arid fhcns’y and W es
ley iStiinchiieJd were at J. C. Wells’
(recently.
Mrs. A. J. Kinney and two chil
dren are visiting her parents, Mr.
land Mrs. John ,9t’ncLfii^ld. Mrs. Syivina Weds at 97 is very
•well and active.
Elmoai Berry visited his mother,
Mrs. J. C. Wei1«, recently.
Han .Smith .and wife .were guests
Of J. C. WeJ>’s a short time ago.

Taylor Hill.

Taylor Hill, Feb. 13, 1912.
Mrs. J. H. R&msdoll .and
son,
¡Ear’©, visited her parent«, Mr. and
..Mrs. W. K. Howes, a few days (last
iweek.
Nall Vaughan took dinner with his
nunt. ,M,r«. A. M. Howe«, one day
trecanti y, when on (Lis way to New
Vineyard to visit hi® uncle, M. G.
Green’eaf.
Roy Spaulding visited Mr. and Mrs
WANTED—All round cook at Stod
W. K. Howes one day last week.
dard Huse.
Good pay and steady
Mrs. Ne,Vie Voter ¡far® been away,
work for right oneE. W. MUliken,
caring for Mr®. Green Spaulding.
West
Farmington,
Feb.
12,
1912.
Farmington, Me.
----------------------------------- * --------------------1 Mrs. Charles Ellsworth is better; I Mies Ruth Lisheroer« is at work
1for .Mr«. W. K. Howe«.
WANTED—Furnished camp on high j also Mrs. Emily Fales.
,Miany béants will be saddened .in
land, for housekeeping (in woods pre- j Mrs. Wm. Wyman is sick with pneu
Btrong and New Vineyard ,to learn
ferred) by couple with three children monia; also the youngest boy.
Mrs. Bert Hardy is sick with a cold. o f the death of Mrs. Alice
.Swift
for season. Rent must be very reason
Fred Page has sold his apples and is True of Leering, as she had many
able. State full particulars.
having them packed.
•warm friend« about here.
Address, K. M., Arlington, Mass.
Mr. Gray from Boston has been in
Richard Weed Las returned to bis
WANTED—A dog that will tree part town looking for a farm.
home ,in Stonington after a
few
ridge«. Must be first class. Address
Mrs. Augustin Mitchell o f Temple Peeks’ visit with hi« parents, Mr.
with particulars and price.
C. W. has been spending a few days at Aaron and Mrs. Luther Weed.
Whitney, Troy, N. H.
Marden’ s.
F.arJe Weed is hauling lumber to
Orrin Woodbury sold his place to New Vineyard.
WANTED—A imam and wifia to do ai’J Mrs. Marshall Stevens. Mr. Wood
Jthe work in and around a private bury is in feeble .health.
icamD for «¡bout four monihs, ¡be
Marshall Stevens, Walter Holley, j
ginning in May.
The women must Fred Webster and Herbert Ellsworth
R)e a good cook, ?nd (the man know have had the farmers’ telephone placed
Something of farming or gardening. in their residences.
Wept Phillips,' Feb. 7, 1912.
Write, stating age, <e>i>eri©noe, etc.,
i
H. Jodrey, Charles E. Dill,
or apply in person, Phil Lipa Savings
; Hayden B. Plummer and CharVsi H.
{Bank, Phillips, Maixue.
j McKenney .are Bill hauling
poplar
from
Bench
hill
on)
ithe
old
Rangeley
WANTED—A young man, single perroad to Madrid.
I,t is a i’ ong haul
Mil© Square Me., Feib. 6, 1912.
ferred, as partner.
Take half inter
Mns. Fr,ed B iVwoiith 'hns been o>n and they make hut two trips per
est in a store in the Main© woods.
day.
Jodrey board« with .Will Dav
Store supplies, fancy groceries, sup the sick lc«ft, butt is some bolter.
The others carry dinner«
Micosa-s. M. G. Bubier .and John enport.
plies for cottagers and campers, furit
and confectionery, Indian novelties, Dunham have boon hauling premised .°,nd hoard at home.
W. S. Hodges has started in
mounted heads and souvenirs. Post- hay for Warren Bate«.
office and public telephone; only
Mns. Laura Libby of Phillips, via- hau Hr,g board« from Mr. Hutchins’
Be
store in th© place.
Man must be fhed .her .friend, Mils« Mildred Kin mil] to near Hodge« crossing.
strictly temperate and be able to ney, ¡the Jaot .of the week.
fiel© this (Mr. lined bins ha« a lot of
invest not less than $2,000.
Adat
Arden© Kinney wa,s rim WiJiton ¡to some 200 cord® of white birch
drees D. F. E., Maine Woods office, p a y on (the PtoilHp® basketball iteaan [his mill which iß .to be hauled to
lor further information.
pane place for shipping; he ha« al
Thu.md.ay ©sight.
George Du.nh.ain is working for S. so four horses o f hi« own hauling to
TO LET.
«em e place.
G. Haley (in No. 6.
Henry Beal
The weather bn® been brutal, the
la.’so working for Jir. Haley. ' \ ,
SEVERAL COTTAGES east shore ei
L. B. Kinney has finished work traveling bad, but .the ¡mail ha® come
Androscoggin Lake, nicely furnisher
everything clean and first clas» o.n the hay press and ha« gone to every day.
Springs, mattresses, feather pillows ¡Sa.nder’s .mill i.n East Madrid.
bedding, dishes complete. Fireplaces
.Allan McCount o f strong rs work
piazzas, shady groves, pure spring
water, vegetable garden, ice and ing for M. G. .Bnbier.
Grange Mardon visited <yt Ptency
boats furnished. (Milk,, butter, eggs
nearby). Excellent fishing. Bass Veter’s in Madrid l«nt week.
East Madrid, Feb. 12, 1912.
pickerel, perch.
Convenient to R
£. H. Bc.aJ is »bjpping his pressed
Miss Ee.na Hamden of Dryden, ?«
R., P. O. telephone, two mails dally
«pending two weeks visiting relativ
Fcr full particulars write, C. D. Lip Lay.
coin, Wayne, Maine.
George H. Bea,l ha« finished work es.
At presen* »he i« the guest of
(Mrs. So’oni .Meoham.
for HhJey & Byron.
FOR RENT—At Rangeley lake, sum
.Frank Barnj um and Mr. Ha.rve^ of
mer cottage of nine rooms, complete
Feb. 13,. 1912.
Postcm. were in town on .Saturday
ly furnished. Spring and aqueduct
Satvrdiay was a tlay .to he
teri? and Sunday, guests at Soloa
Mewater.
Garage.
For particulars
remembered for its reverity.
cham’s and F. H. Thorpe’s.
Mr.
apply to Mrs. Arthur B. Gilman Brad
H. W. Wonlhley was on irviil route Parnjum has purchased Fred Tozford, Mass.
(ler’s farm and we unclerrtand Lis
vl, Monday.
Mrs. Eunice Britmfgrion Las >b?m family will be here in the spring.
Louvre’s Honorable Descent.
Will Mitchell o f Tory Hilt) was
The Paris Louvre, now the world’s visiting Sarah Ellsworth.
John Dunham was in No. 6 Satur at Mr. Tozier’s on Sunday.
finest art gallery, was originally a
N. D. Wing is still very ill. Mr,0«
His son, George,
returned
royal residence In the reign of Dago- day.
feert, about the year 628 of our era.
Could, the trained nurse, is caring
with him.

West Farmington

West Phillips

Mile Square.

East Madrid.

(
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MAPLEWOOD FARM
FOR SALE
The Hunter-Blethen Farm,
AT

South Strong, Me.
Ideal for Summer Home,
A Gentleman's Place,
Or for Summer Boarders.
M O DEL FA R M W IT H M O DERN
E Q U IPM EN T.
One of largest and best sets of Farm Buildings in North
Franklin; Stable for six or seven Horses and Carriages; Barn
separate, 50x90; Workshop; Running Water for all buildings;
House has Hot Air Furnace; Large Kitchen.
Over 230 acres intervale, upland, tillage, pasture and
woodland; 100 acres hardwoods; White Birch in 5 years will
pay for farm; R. R. Station each side of farm—down hill
haul; saw-mill and school, half mile.
Rock Maple Orchard—3000 trees, idle for years; 600 trees
last spring made 130 gals, syrup, selling at $1.50; evaporator,
tank, new buckets, etc.; galvanized pipe, etc.; Trees can be
piped to Sap House.
Modern Farm Machinery and Tools; 7 h. p. Gasoline En
gine, Dragsaw, Circulars, etc., Portable; 20 tons Hay,
Driving Horse, 2 Cows, 2 Calves, Hens, Shoat, etc. Only to
be sold w.ith Farm.
Get it before March 20, and make 500 gals. Maple Syrup
this spring.
Address the owner—0. M. MOORE, Farmington. Me.
Route 4; Farmers Phone, 18-31.

fo r him.
Drs. Boll of .Strong .and
.Carrier of Phillips melt ait Mr.
.Wing’« recently In cornsultatiom.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Tozier, who
have ‘been in Haverhill, Mas®., a 1
wiriter, arrived in ¡town last .Saturday
evening for a short stay.
M.r. and Mrs. Ca.rJ McLaughlin and
Master .Richard of Phillips, were reee.rit ¡guests of Mr®. W. F . Sweefser
pad .Mrs. Ralph McLaughlin.

Agrees With Mr. Davis on Prot^tion of Does*
Skowhegan, Feb. 5, 1912.
To the Editor of Maine Woods:
I enjoy reading your paper very much
and am interested in all of the sports,
such as hunting and fishing.
I am a dear lover of the woods and
have done some hunting in my lifetime
in New Brunswick, Maine and Wash
ington state, Montana and Idaho. I
have not missed a fall for over 20 years
until this one, and for some reason I
could not get away.
I will have to agree with Mr. Davis
in the protection of does. I think it
would be a mistake to have the law
that way—to allow the shooting of noth
ing but bucks. If it is passed our deer
will soon be as our moose, all run out.
Look at the moose of today and 15
years ago.
I say, “ Let the man
pay for it that can’t tell a man
from a deer and let the law that we
have now, take its course, and if
there was an example made out of
two or three of these cross-eyed fellows, we would not have so many
men shot.”
I for one, want to see the game
in our state protected, but I hope
that our legislative committee will
not make a mistake] like this—
to pass a law to protect the does.
Your® truly,
John W. Cox.

John A. Decker, a prominent citizen
of Dixfleld, and formerly of Weld, who
has been ill for the past two weeks in
a hospital in Pittsfield, Mass., died
Feb. 3. Mr. Decker was a large prop
erty holder, in the vicinity of Lake
Webb, Weld, and also in the Rangeleys.
A few years ago he was a member of
the Maine legislature, but for several
years has been retired from business,
living principally at Weld in the sum
mer time and at his Dixfield home dur
ing the winter months.

Comp!etel> Spoiled.
"What’s the trouble with that prima
donna?” asked the manager. “ She
used to be very pleasant and consider
ate.” "Yes,” replied the stage man
ager, “but she has gotten so she be
lieves all the press agent writes about

SEVEN YEARS
OF MISERY
H o w M rs. Bethune w as R e 
stored to H ealth b y Lydia
E . Pinkham ’s V e g e ta 
ble C om pound.

Sikeston, Mo. — “ For seven years I
suffered everything. I was in bed for
four or five days at a
j
time every month,
and so weak I could
hardly walk. I had
cramps, b a c k a c h e
and headache, and
was so nervous and
weak that I dreaded
to see a n y o n e or
have anyone mov^in
Ex-governor Frederick Robie died at
the room. The doc
his home in Gorham, Feb. 2, after a
tors gave me medi
cine to ease me at
lingering illness of six months. His
those times, and said that I ought to
funeral was held at Gorham, on Feb.
have an operation. I would not listen to
5, and was attended by many^nen of that, and when a friend of my husband’s
prominence, who came to honor the told him about Lydia E. Pinkham’s Veg
etable Compound and what it had done
memory and pay their last tribute of for his wife, I was willing to take it.
respect and affection.
Now I look the picture of health and feel
like it, too. I can do all my own house-*
work, work in the garden and entertain
company and enjoy them, and can walk
as far as any ordinary woman, any day
in the week. I wish I could talk to every
suffering woman and girl, and tell them
what Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
The Sandy River & Rangeley Lakes Compound has done for me,” —Mrs.
Railroad will sell round trip tickets D e m a B e t h u n e , Sikeston, Mo.
from their several stations to Portland
Remember, the remedy which did this
and return good going 19th to 24th was Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
inclusive, limited for return the 26th, Compound.
at the following low rates:
It has helped thousands of women who
Rangeley,
$5.00
have been troubled with displacements,
Bigelow,
5 00
C rrabasset,
inflammation, ulceration, tumors, irreg
4.75
Kingfield,
4 00
ularities, periodic pains, backache, that
Phillips and Salem,
[3 50
bearing down feeling, indigestion, and
Strong,
3.25
nervous prostration, after all other means
F. N. Beal, G. P. A have failed. Why don’t you try it?

AUTOMOBILE SHOW AT
PORTLAND,
February 19-24, 1912.
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STRUCTURE OF
ANTLERS

T w e n ty Bore

woodsmen know 'that he cannot be nothing save a caimp axe with me so
less than seven years old.
When it took a bit longer than it ordinarily
I cut down several good
the horns are thus five-pronged they would.
are the perfect and complete antees sized white birches and the logs gave
I piled them to
of the buck, any greater number of out intense heat.
prongs or points having no signifi gether in such a manner that they
Characterized by Both A n i cance excepting as freaks of nature. could not roll apart, even when they
“ When spring approaches, a new were partially burned, and filled the
m al and V e g e ta b le
set of horns begins to sprout be intervening space with smaller wood.
neath the old onesi, rising from the As I finished the work of collecting
G row th .
animal’s head like a growing plant fire wood earlier than I had expected,
Having made a specialty for many
from the soil until they gradually I decided to put up a little birch
years in building 20 gauge guns, we
“ The growth and, development of
I cut two five-foot branche
push the proceeding season’s horns shelter.
are in position to confidently recom
the antlers of a doer is one of the
from their place.
These fall from which were crotched at the top, and
mend their use to such sportsmen as
marvels of 'the woods,” said a
the buck’s head, and the new ones drove them as firmly as I could into
desire to diminish the weight of their
naturalist.
The deer’s horn differs
Then I laid another stake
in due course proudly crown the the snow.
guns and ammunition, and thereby
materially in its composition from
deer’s head,' another prong added to across the top and still others from
increase their comfort and pleasure
that of all other horned animals. It
them if he has not come to adu^t the cross piece to the ground so
in any kind of upland shooting.
is characterized by both animal and
years, and the entire set of five if he that I had a space of about six
We make these highly serviceable
vegetable growth.
feet from the two uprights to where
.basj.
little guns in all grades with or with
“ It sprouts from the brain without
“ Nothing about a deer’s horns is the improvised rafters rested
on
out ejectors.
any prolongation of the frontal bones of greater mystery than the disap the snow.
This made an excellent
For further particulars, write to
It rises and breaks through the pearance or absence from the woods little frame work on which I
sinews, takes root on the bone and of the buck’s born» after shedding. piled spruce boughs, making the
grows the same as a vegetable.
It Almost absolutely indestructible, what back and sides as nearly wind proof
is nourished by and secretes albu becomes of the sets of antiers that as possible.
Then I piled spruce
men upon the surface and disposes are cast off by buck deer every year? boughs over the snow for a mat
of the fibrin the same as an animal. And not only by buck deer but by tress and unfolded my sleeping bag
“ The age of a buck is always in bull elk and moose and by the males for comfort in sleeping out in cold
Meriden, Conn.
dicated by the prongs on his horns. of the entire deer family—for the weather.
Most men move about
He is two years old before he has great palmated spreading branches more or less when they are asleep an
any horns at all.
Ia the spring of of the adult bull moose as well as blankets are easi’y kicked off, noth
N. Y. Salesrooms,
his second year the skin on the 'top the modest first spikes of the two* ing of the sort is possible when a
32 Warren St.
of his head over the frontal bone be year old buck doer have but a sea sleeping bag is used.
Mine was
gins 'to swell.
The horns of the son’s span of life.
made especially for me and the fur
deer are sprouting. The swe'lings are
“This absence of cast-off doer is on the outside.
Most of those mean to test my ideas out thoroughly youthful Harry Kaliier, who at Pinethe footsatlks from which they will boras is a mystery of the woods that
which are to be purchased at sport at Green Lake as soon as the ice iuunst scored. 98 out of a possible
spring. As the horns grow the skin has puzzled woodsmen for time out
ing goods establishments have the goes out this year.”
100 at 20 yards, an unequalled record
stretches over them, and continues of mind.
I have myself roamed the fur on the inside.
It feels warm
and
George McCarty, who averaged
Although
the
art
of
bait
casting
to do so unitl they have come to wilds in and out of season for many
against the body, but the bare tanned differs somewhat from the trick of 98 per pent an the open sweeps. An
the natural size of their annual yearsi 'and I have never found the
leather is exposed to the cold and to whipping the water with a fly, same suggestion made at Pinehurst for a
growth.
cast-off horns of a buck, nor have I the wind and they are not actually principles are nevertheless employed Phi adelphia-New York championship
“ The skin at this first stage of the ever met a native of those woods nearly aa warm as when the hair
and one who is expert in the one wifi five-man match at the Sportsmen’s
horn’s growth, no matter whether the 'who had.
side is put on the exterior.
That is not find it an extreme'y difficult Show is developing.
From North
horns are the spikes of the two-year“ There is a theory that these the way nature has clothed fur bear- i task to obtain a mastery over the j Carolina
South Carolina, Florida,
ord or the spreading antlers of the boras are made away with by wood ing animals. I cooked some bacon
other.
Bait casting rods are four ! Maine and Illinois will come enthus
matured buck, is a soft, velvety cow mice and porcupines, which find food and made a pot of coffee and, after
or five feet in length and are quite iastic delegations.
ering, while all beneath it is as yet in them greatly to their liking, and ; eating supper I smoked a couple of
stiff.
They are usde with ajl sorts
but a great tissue of blood vessels. so scour the deer haunts for them pipes of tobacco in front of the
of c 1overly constructed artificial frog DOES N O T AGREE T H A T MAINE
The deer’s horns in all the pre and eat them, but as there are woods cheerful blaze before turning in.
H U N T E R S ARE CARELESS.
I minnows and other bait, and live bait
liminary or cartilaginous stages are and woods where deer are abundant got up a number of times i n the
is also used with them.
The reel Is
part of the animal’s nervous and vein- and not a porcupine anywhere to , night to pile on more wood but I
L. I. City, February 5, 1912.
allowed to run free and
a
man
ous structure.
be found, and where, if there are ¡ slept until daylight around 7 o’clock who understands his business can To the Editor of Maine Woods:
While the horns are in the soft wood mice, they have a way of dis without the slightest discomfort.”
throw the bait 150 feet or more. The
I received both your sample copies
condition
the
arteries
which appearing quite as mysteriously a® ¡
record is now 255 feet and was j and thank you for them; they are
run up from the head through them that of the deer horns they are al
In the bait very good reading and help to pass
Bait casting fop land'ocked salmon made near Chicago.
make furrows in the yielding sub leged to devour, I have grave doubts ¡
casting contests artificial weights an idle hours.
I was reading in the
early
in
the
season
is
the
theory
that
stances.
It is these furrow’s that of that theory and am pausing yet ¡
ounce and half an ounce in weight issue I received today, about Mr. G.
a
Bangor
sportsman
has
promulgated.
give the buck’s horns the rough, cor for a satisfactory reply to the long- I
are generally used.
Whalen never shooting anything but
What becomes of the ! “ Landlocked saimon will not rise to
rugated appearance they present after time query.
a deer, or rather game.
That isn’t
a fly until the weather gets compara
they are hardened.
cast-off deer horns?
That’s all
tively warm,” he says. “ Any sensible E I G H T E E N T H A N N U A L S P O R TS anything so surprising.
“ This stage in the growth of a
any sportsman shoots at. He also
M E N ’S SHOW.
deer’s horns is known in the woods SLEEPING O U T OF DOORS IN salmon knows that there are no flies
states that in his state, Vermont,
about
when
the
ice
first
goes
out
of
man’s vernacular as ‘in the velvet.’
ZERO W E A T H E R .
the lakes and will absolutely refuse Trap Shooting by Electric Light A they have no accidents to speak of.
As long as the horns are in the
Coming Feature.
That sounds good, but I think' foolish.
velvet they are extremely tender and Bait Casting For Landl^pked Salmon to take notice of artificial ones. All
No hunter will shoot at anything he
Early In The Season.
of
the
salmon
which
are
taken
early
entirely useless to the deer.
This
Trap shooting by electric light, can’t see.
—
When Mr. G. Whalen
soft skin must be removed, but not | “ It is easy for the experienced I are captured with live bait and a indoors, will be for the second time,
speaks of hunters I believe be is
Targe
proportion
of
them
are
taken
suddenly or harshly, and therefore! woodsman, who knows his business I
a feature in the coming Sportsmen’s wrong; but if he omitted hunter and
its removal is not attempted by the 1to sleep out of doors even in the trolling.
Show, the eighteenth annual, which supplemented fool, he w-ould be nearer
deer until another remarkable func- : coldest weather,” says T. H. CarU, a i “ Now if a man understands casting will open March 1, for an eight-day right.
I have hunted up in Maine
tion in the development is compTieted. Somerset county timber cruiser, who j with a bait rod and is proficient in run at Madison Square Garden.
A from Canaan, Somerset county, all
“ If the soft skin on the horns were j has had to camp in the snow (most the art, he has a big advantage over score of
aning arc lights reinforc the way up to Bald Mountain. In
broken before the arteries were dis of the nights during the recent cold the fisherman who depends upon trol ing the, ordinary lighting arrange fact, I was a resident of that state,
The man who trolls row ments <5f the Garden will assimilate i
connected from their germinating spell.
When the mecury was 20 do- |ling alone.
and to be honest I have never seen
point there would b° an instantaneou grees below zero he rested warm and along the shore, let us say, at a dis day light conditions.
General Mana a nicer lot o f sportsmen than* I did
turning back of the blood to the j comfortab le—more so, probably, than ! tance of perhaps 20 feet from the ger “ Steve” Van Allen, who has in my travels through said country,
bank.
Perhaps he covers a section been taking in the Pinehurst tour
brain and the deer would die.
This |many people in their own homes.
not only nice but careful.
All the
danger is prevented by the formation . “ I have frequently slept out all ! of water 40 feet wide and what fish nament and other local shoots re
accidents that were reported to me
of a rough ring of bone around the night when the mercury was much happens to be in that part of the lak cently, reports that the clay pigeon while living up there were caused
base of each horn, the roughness of lower than last Saturday night,” see bis bait and many feel interested breaking fraternity is holding strong by people who had taken out a li
the formation being caused by the observed Carl, “ although I admit enough to go after iL
for the Garden shoot and he pre cense. That’s why I say Maine doesn’
grooves designed for the passage of that I prefer the warmth and shelter
The man who can cast a bail rod dicts that there will be the greatest raise many careless hunters. They
the arteries through them.
of a camp if one is available.
I if he is proficient, can move along assemblage of shot gun sharps that are taught to be careful from child
“ These grooves' are gradually con started to make ready for the night in has boat 100 feet from the shore the world has seen.
Philadelphia, hood.
tracted as the new bone forms until ^perhaps an hour and a half before and easily cover all the water be which has become the home of topNot meaning offense to Mr. G.
the arteries are compressed as by darkness and my first task was the tween him and the bank. It strikes notch American trap shooters, wip< Whalen I remain,
ligatures and the circulation of the cutting of a sufficient amount of fire me that such a proceeding would re be strongly represented; the Quaker
A. Temple,
blood above the rings of bone is e f wood to last until morning. I had j sult in a much larger catch, and I 1 city contingent will be led by the
Long Island City.
fectually stopped.
The velvety skin
thus deprived of its vital source dries
and peels off the horns, a
pro
cess of separation which the buck
hastens by rubbing the horns against
the trunks of rough barked trees.
“ This rubbing of the horns against
the trees displaces more or less bark
from the trees and leaves a favorite
sign to the person passing through
the woods and wise in the ways of
their wild creatures that there are
deer about.
When the velvet is off
of the horns they have reached the
perfect stage, according to the ago
lof the buck.
“ The buck deer’s first horns do
not come to the dignity of antlers.
They are simply a pair of graceful,
sharp pointed, spike-like projections,
hence the term ‘spike buck’ among
hunters.
Each succeeding year adds
a prong to the buck’s horns and whe
he is adorned with his proud headgear of five brandling prongs all
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Mr.Fur Dealer:-
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W A N T E D
Also

HIDES, FELTS

&

WOOL

T op prices and Satisfactory
Returns guaranteed.
We sell
all Ulndii o f Steel Traps at
lowest prices, and T a n all k in d s o f
Hides and Furs for Holies and
Coat s. Write fo r our priep lists.

Do you realize that
thousands o f dollars’ worth
of furs are captured in the
State o f Maine every year?
Do you want to buy a part
o f these furs? Then adver
tise in the MAINE WOODS.
It reaches every hunter,
guide and trapper in Maine.

J. W. Brackett Co., Phillips, Me.

This ‘Photograph Shows One O f M a n y Fur Catches
Sold To Fur Dealers W h o
In The M A I N E
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WOODS

Last Season.

A L B E R T LEA H IDE & FUR CO .,
2 3 2 M a rk s « S tro o l.
•
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FOXES SCARCE IN SOME
TIONS OF MAINE.

LAND AND POWER DIRECTORS

Arkansas river four miles or more
above this city to the power plant which
’j
IM PR O VED S T A N D A R D RIFLES
I
furnishes 2,500 horse power which fur
|
Hand Operated and Automatic.
nishes electricity for lighting our whole
3 Cal. 35 - 30-30 and 25-35
I
Annual
city and many other things of which we Wolf Cries Heard by Native and Said To
cannot enumerate on account of its im
High
power—quick
as
a
flash
and
very
accurate.
1912
Models
are
Be True by One Who Knows.
1 now ready. Every Standard Rifle is repeatedly tested with U. M. C.
mensity. Maine should be proud o f the
Cartridges and must shoot quick and true. Thoroughly dependable
above five men, especially Franklin
_
„
..
_ ,
fully guaranteed, by STANDARD ARMS MANUFACTURING
Arkansas City, Kan., Jan. 24, 1912.
I and
county. Mr. Prescott’s estate foots up
as^ umner' e’ ’ e * ")>
COMPANY.
;f
To the Editor of Maine Woods:
to $350,0(0, so we are told by one of the
the Editor of Maine Woods:
❖
The following is a sketch of a few |
*
family and the income from it is claimed
I was very sorry to hear that Harold ♦
Maine boys out west who are the lead- :
to be over $500 a month, and the oth- Spaulding hurt his finger a short time ! t
ers in this section of the country con- j
er four men spoken of are thought to ago and blood poisoning set in. He is
sisting of A. A. Newman of this city,
be worth as much more or less as Mr. at the Lewisten hospital having it treatGeorge and Fred Newman of Emporial,
Prescott.
ed. Harold is an old hunting companKansas, and H. F. Farrer of this city , j
In going over this city will be found ion of mine and has staying qualities in
The open box magazine mak^s loading or unloading the_ work of but an instant.
and the late A. D. Prescott, all from [
No clip—no extra magazine used. You will be interested in our free booklet "Big
many valuable properties belonging to search of game in all kinds of weather
Game
Shooting” which fully describes both models. If your dealer can’t show you
Franklin county, Maine.
these Rifles, write us—we will make you the same prices.
the Newmans, or Mr. Farrar to say or footing day or night.
Harold made
The three Newmans and Harry Far
nothing of the many hundreds acres of me a two weeks’ visit last fall and we
ST A N D A R D A R M S M A N U F A C T U R IN G CO.
rer are the only known members of the i
¡land in and around Arkansas City, hunted several nights and took in quite ❖
Wilmington, Delaware.
104 F Street,
Land and Power company who own the j
Since Mr. Prescott passed away the 1a number of skunk and 1 should not ß , .j.<$.. $ » .j. »»» *»,,♦«
*♦,.♦«»j. »j,»♦.,r, «$»«$» «$• »j. ,j,»$,♦♦♦»*.♦JhJmJmJ»»j* ♦♦♦»j.♦$,
canal which takes the water from the !
half interest in the Hill investment dare to say how many hedgehogs. We _____________________________________
company left H. P. Farrar alone, who used his iwo famous hunting dogs and
has taken his son, Foss Farrar, a fine made every possible effort to land some Inortheast up the Atlantic seaboard to bushes an ’fore I stopped to think
M APS O F M A IN E
The jury acquitted
young man just lately married, in coons but all in vain.
While at my Labrador, while those from Horida I fired at it.’
him. ^
company
so
now
the
Hill
Investment
place
Harold
took
out
a
trapper’s
listart
northwest
for
Alaska,
their
paths
RESORTS A N D ROADS
It doesn't look as though hunters of
Co., is known as H. P, Farrar & Son.
cense for C Township and sent to Fun- crossing in Georgia at right angles.
A
few
species
leave
the
far
North
in
this
stripe would stop to look for
We are having fine weather now and aten Brothers, of St. Louis, for quite an
Maine W ood s has frequen t lnqurle* no snow. But the last six weeks, to outfit.
But for some reason he did not August and September, making enor- horns; if they shot a doe they wou(d
for maps o f the fishin g region s o f the
mous fl ghts over the ocean to winter j Pass along all ready to shoot at the
state, etc. W e ca n furnish the follow ing within six days, has been 1he roughest I take the trip.
Maine maps;
homes in the southern hemisphere, next moving object they saw.
It
weather
since
we
came
to
Kansas,
so
If
one
should
take
a
trip
for
a
mile
Rangeley and M egan tic districts . . 26c
Itangeley and M egan tic districts,
the lowest temperature a few times has through the woods every day where he Thus the golden plover leaves Nova has been said that men ar© never
very large .......................... 26c
been 10 degrees below zero. But in the made the same route last winter, he Scotia and flies without a stop straight mistaken for moose because the
M oosehead and A ro o s to o k dis
tricts .................................. 60« extreme western Kansas, Texas, Tan- |would only see one fox track now where to South America, wintering on the hunter is watching for horns.
This
•Franklin C ou nty ...................................... 66c
S om erset C ou nty ...................................... 60< handle and Colorado they had severe he would have seen 25 last winter. Coons pampas of Argentina, a journey of some is not true; not long ago here in
O xford C ounty .......................................... 66c
5,000 miles, 2,500 being over the ocean Aroostook, a man was walking along
P isca ta qu is C ou nty ................................. 60c blizzards with piles of snow, causing j were so thick a year ago around here
an old road with, a gun on his sboulA roostook County .....................
60c much damage with lots of stock and that they were a real nuisance and with without a stop even for food.
W a sh in gton County .............................. 60«
On the Pacific side the golden plover der, a hunter fa the bushes saw the
Outline niap o f M aine, 30x35 in. . . $1.0C some people starved and frozen to death, j all my efforts I failed to find a single
G eological map o f Maine .................. 36c
leaves the Aleutian Islands and goes stock of the gun, thought it was
Mrs. Farmer is on the gain and now j track this last fall.
R , R. m ap o f M aine ...................... 31k
A n droscoggin County .......................... 36c able to get around the house.
It is reported for a fact that Alfred 2,500 miles to Hawaii without a rest the web of moose’s horn and fired.
Cum berland County .............................. 36<
his
Thurlow, while walking in the main and winters in the southern hemisphere Result, the man fell dead in
Samuel Farmer.
H an cock County .................................. 60c
K ennebec County .................................. 86<
road in Woodstock, heard a fierce yelj from the society islands to Australia. tracks.
K n ox County .......................................... 35<
Now let me express an opinion.
just over the stone wall and only about With this bird it is the northward trip
.Lincoln and S agadah oc C ounties . . 36c
P en obscot C ounty .............................. 60c
that is slow, and the eastern group When the law was passed prohibiting
100
feet
distant
he
saw
what
he
thought
W a ld o C ounty ...................................... 35<
to be a wolf. Fred Keith, who has lis crosses the continent of South America, the kilting of cow moose I thought
Y ork County .............................................. 26'
tened to their fierce cries for an hour at Mexico, the Great Plains and across it was a wise law, but I have changed
J. W B R A C K E T T C O .,
I used to think that sav
Canada to its Arctic nesting grounds, my mind.
Take Tame Deer Into Camp To Keep a time, with pleasure while in Mon
tana, says, from the description that while the western birds go up the Malay ing the cow moose for brood moose,
From Freezing
Phillips,
Maine.
Mr. Thurlow gives him, he should say peninsula and along the Chinese and so to speak, the woods would soon
be swarming with moose.
But such
Siberian seaboard.
it was a wolf without any doubt.
Wonderful as is this enormous jour is not the fact; moose are decreasing
There
are
about
20
inches
of
snow
in
Pleasant Island, Me., Feb. 5, 1912.
|the woods and how odd it seems not to ney of 12,000 to 15.000 miles each year, and the hulls that are left ar© most
T© the Editor of Maine Woods:
hear any of the musical hounds on Rey- there is at least one bird whose annual of them little stunted runts with unWe did not quite freeze up here in nard’s trail where last winter it was so i triP exceeds the plover's by several deveeped, ingrowing antlers.
In
the cold spell but the thermometer did
common.
Many nights last winter I thousand miles. The arctic tern nests breeding and puny sires cause this
and several faces.
Two-thirds of the cow moose
listened to them as late in the evening from Maine to within eight degrees of result.
Petress, the tame deer, we took into
as 10 o ’clock. The crust would get too the north pole, spends its summer in in northern Maine are dry or farrow
camp and she survived all right.
, sharp for them and the fox would run the land of continuous day and in its and I believe many of them are leav
The ice we cut was 24 inches thick.
under Ragged Jack and bid the dogs migration goes to a region in the Ant ing and going away to the great for
We are repairing the row boats now
arctic equally near the south pole.
est north of the St. Lawrence river.
|good night.
Emerson P. Bartlett.
and Pleasant Island Camps will be put
SMOKE OFT, In cold weather trappers
In its round trip it may cover as much
Moose are not like domestic cattle
smoke out mere mink, "coon” , skunk, etc., in
in first class shape for the season of
as 22,000 miles—nearly equal to flying and there is no mormon about the
one day than they can take in traps in a
W H E R E BIRDS GO.
1912 and offer every inducement to
month—besibe they get prime furs worth the
around the world at the equator. In all “ fema© of the species.”
When the
most money.
fishermen, hunters and nature lovers.
the year the only time it experiences leaves turn red on the maples she
A DIM E brings illustrated guide. It tells
how. Giving tie first time in print the trea
For further information write for book
sured secrets of the wisest old trapper in
Some Species Fly Many Miles for full darkness is during the few nights weans her calf, if she has one, and
let to
this country, it’ s worth dollars to you,
passed in the neighborhood of the trop sOon after she goes forth to seek
TRAPPER S SUPPLY CO
Summer Vacation.
Clark & Toothaker.
ics, for its summer about the north pole a mate. If she is lucky enough to
BOX W.. OAK PARK. ILL.
is one long day as is its winter about find one here in Main© she wants
; the south pole.
him all to herself; if she cannot find,
M O U N TA IN V IE W .
Everybody knows that most birds
But although this is much the long one I believe she goes far away and
come north to their nesting grounds in est journey made by any bird, it is not never comes back.
the spring and go south in the fall. in some ways as remarkable as the
I believe now, that the better law
(Special to Maine Woods.)
Many observers have kept records plover’s, for the tern is a sei-bird and would he to let each hunter shoot on
Mountain View, Me., Feb. 12, 1912.
spring and fall for many years and in can at any time dive into the water and moose let it be cow, calf or bull. As
feed on the abundant supply of fishes Mr. Davis says, many cow moose are
Mr. Edwin C. Foss, one of the gentle many parts of the country.
But these records, while interesting, and other marine animals, while the shot every fall and left to rot in
men stopping at Pete Lufkin’s camp on
Kennebago stream, returned to his do not yield their full value, unless they plover is really a land bird, incapable of j the woods
home in Boston last week but Mr. A. can all be studied together, as each one feeding at sea. So it has to fatten up
The Aroostook deer are wintering
C. Holt still remains and intends to for tells only what time the birds come to before leaving its summer home and well.
Up to this writing the snow
sometime yet.
His brother, Mr. C. L. one region.
make half of its enormous autumn jour is soft and light in the woods and no
I am agent fo r the b est RTTF
W. W. Cook at Washington has spent ney without food.—St. Nicholas.
Holt, of Brookline, Mass., visited him
very deep.
The deer are not con
glne for M otorboats. Get
my
at the camp last week, returning home many years collecting such lists and en
price and let me show you some
fined to their yards yet and go out
o f my engines and operations.
couraging observers to make them and H U N T E R S W IL L N O T STOP
Saturday morhing.
I take orders fo r the con stru cT O on the ridges and feed on the.
lon o f all kinds o f m otorboats
Mr. and Mrs. C. N. Fitts of Newton^ in carefully studying out the facts
ground hemlock.
LOOK FOR HORNS.
and have elegant new boats on
Mass., were guests at Mountain View of the migration o f each North Ameri
R angeley Lake
to
let, either
The suggestion that the wardens be
with or w ithout engineers.
from Tuesday to Friday.
They were can bird—its route, its speed and a Editor Maine Woods:
taken off and deer left to their fate
E . L. H A L E Y ,
Rangeley,
.
.
.
Maine.
here making arrangements for the great many other things that have until
because they
are
Dear Sir:—fa your issue ’of Feb. in Aroostook
building of a log cabin on the lot Mr.* now been only hazily understood.
plenty is very silly talk.
Should the
1,
Mr.
Davis
of
Monson,
expresses
Although most o f his work is still un
Fitts purchased recently from the Deck'
my opinion exactly on the deer ques snow come deep pot hunters would
er estate on the Mooselookmeguntic published, he has printed some of his
tion.
To change the gam© laws kill them by the hundreds for their
remarkable discoveries and
lake between the Hotel Barker and the most
Our dear little
and allow nothing but buck deer to hides, or for fun.
brought
to
light
some
very
unexpected
Portland camps.
deer must be protected if we have
be
lawfully
shot,
I
think,
would
be
a
Mr. Amos Ellis will have charge of things concerning the migration of
great mistake, and before I close this got more than our share up this way.
.building the new cabin and will com birds, one of the truly difficult as well
W. T. Ashby.
article T wi< 1 tell you why.
mence getting the logs out very soon. as delightful puzzles in nature and
Caribou, February 8, 1912.
The
fools,
like
the
poor,
we
shall
Mr. A. H. Proctor of Salem, Mass., science for young folks and grownups
have with us always.
Th© hunters
stopped here Friday night en route for alike.
that
shoot
human
beings
belong to
Some of the longest journeys are
his summer farm home near Rangeley.
REthe class that rock the boat to hear SNOWSHOE RABBITS ARE
made
by
the
tiniest
birds.
The
hum
He was accompanied by Mr. H. P.
CEI VED HERE.
the
ladies
scream,
or
point
a
gun
Smith, who also has a summer cottage ming birds go from the middle states to
at nervous persons to soe them
on the shore of the beautiful Rangeley Mexico and even South America and
The Hunters’ club of Onondaga,
When hunting in woods or
back every year.
Blackburnian warb squirm.
lake.
fields they shoot at anything they see Syracuse, Onondaga county N. Y.,
lers
were
still
common
at
the
equator
in
Mr. Ruben Arsenault of Canton, was
or hear first, and think of law and yesterday received twenty-eight snowhere the last of the week to see how Columbia on April 27, 1911, though they
shoe rabbits from Maine.
it is the
gospel afterwards.
arrive
in
New
York
by
May
10,
and
the jobbers were progressing. Mr. Ar.
first
shipment
of
300
rabbits
pur
To
illustrate
I
will
re’
ate
a
few
in
senault has a contract for 58,000 ties most of them breed still farther north.
chased
by
th©
club
for
distribution
cidents
that
happened
in
this
im
Some birds, for reasons hard to learn,
which are being cut in Kennebago val
The rest of
mediate vicinity.
Mr. Bishop had throughout the county.
ley and are to be used in the construc take a different course coming north
the
rabbits
will
be
shipped
twice a
a
white
steer
that
girted
six
feet,
tion of the new railroad to Kennebago from that going south. The Connecti
shot for a deer.
Mr. Finden had a week in lots of twenty-five amd
cut
warbler,
fairly
common
in
Septem
lake.
thirty.
ber and October in the Atlantic states, seven-foot ox shot for a bull moose,
The shipment that arrived Thurs
is never seen there in the spring, in and Mr. Parker had a big black hog
M A R K E T FOR SUCKERS.
day
was taken into the surrounding
that
was
running
in
the
pasture
shot
variably making its northward journey
John,
A horse and a Jer country in automobiles by
west of the Alleghany Mountains. Most for a hear.
Maine fishermen ar© finding that small birds make long fights at night sey cow were also shot here for wild Wahl, Edward Auer, William Daily,
In an adjoining town a A. E. Perrior and George Heeney.
the once despised sucker, now known and feed and rest during the day, but game.
young man shot a sheep that he mis A game protector has been engaged
by the more aristocratic name of the swallows reverse the rule.
That night his by the club to protect the rabbits
frost fish, Is Laving a market value
Generally the northward fight is rap took for a deer.
for something besides smelt bait. id, condensed and soon over, but the re father paid the bill and warned him during the closed season.
Tons of them are being caught in turn movement begins for some birds to look next time before he. fired. A
Rare Optimism.
Maine waters and shipped to the New as early as the Fourth o f July and it is few days afterward, an old lady went
"There are very few real optimists,”
York market where they are bringing in progress until nearly Christmas. out to sheer the wool off the sheep
13 and 14 cents a pound.
Years ago Some birds move over a wide area, and was shot and dangerously remarked the contemplative citizen.
Tremb "What is your idea of a real optim
the fishermen when finding these fish spread nearly across the continent, wounded by the same boy.
ist V “A man who can walk to work
fa smelt or bass nets used to throw while others have a narrow channel out ling and repentant he was later Just as cheerfully as if he were chas
them . on the ice or overboard as of which they seldom go. The redpol brought into court and said: “ I saw ing a golf balL”—Washington Star.
movin’
fa the raspberry
warblers wintering in Louisiana come suthin
M C K E N Z IE TR A D IN G
CO., they had no market value.
P H IL L IP S . ME.

Meeting Held Jan. 24,
1912.
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PLEASANT ISLAND CAMPS.

Shaw s Pneumatic

Smoker

Rifle S

Where To Go In Maine
M A IN E

A N D R O S C O G G IN C O U N T Y .

_

W O O D S,

P H IL L IP S ,

M A IN E ,

FEBRUARY

15, 1912

OXFORD C O U N TY.

L E W I S T O N , M A IN E .
U P T O N , M A IN E .
D e w itt H ouse. Leading- H otel. U nex- LVurkee’s Camp. On Lake U m bagog and
oelled In Maine. Booklet free. George Cambridge River. Best o f D eer and
S. Patte, Proprietor, Lew iston, Me.
Duck hunting. Excellent F ly Fishing and
Trolling for Salmon and Square Tailed
Trout. T. A. Durkee, Prop, Upton, Me
A R O O STO O K C O U N TY .
W I N T E R V I L L E , M A IN E .
Red R iver Camps, B eautiful place for
Vacations.
B est
of
fishing.
T . H,
T?weedle.
CUM BER LAN D

CO U N TY.

WEST

END

HOTEL
H . M. C ASTN ER;
Portland,

Prop’r.

Maine

Thoroughly first class. The hotel for
Maine vacationists, tourists and sport,
men. All farm, dairy products, pork
and poultry from our own farm, enabl
ing us to serve only fresh vegetables,
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc.
American plan. Send for circular.

V IA R U M FO R D F A L L S .
Best Salmon and Trout Fishing in
Maine. Fly fishing begins about June
1. Send for circular.
H ouse alw ays
open. John CShadwtck & Co., Upper
Dam, Maine.
C A R R Y POND CAM PS.
Open for the fall hunting. These cam ps
located between K ennebec Valley and
Dead River Region, the
best o f deer
shooting. A few
moose, b lack
bear,
partridges and ducks, good hunting trail
leading In all directions, team always
ready to get out gam e. Rates $10.60
Per w eek after Oct. 1. NO charge for
boats. W rite for b o o k le t H enry
JLane, Garry Pond, Maine.
W A S H IN G T O N C O U N T Y .

OUANANICHE LODGE
SUNSET CAMPS
NORWAY PINES HOUSE & CAMPS
Grand Lake Stream Co.,
“ Owners.”

Fishing unexcelled. Ouananiche Brook and
Lake Trout. As a vacation proposition not beaten
and only equalled by few places in the state.
Good Hunting. Old-fashioned hospitality. Cook
ing with the Grandmother flavor. No territory
can touch it as a canoeing center. Circulars.
F R A N K L IN c o u n t y .
W. G- ROSE. Manager.
Grand Lake Stream.
rangeley lakes.
_
Washington County, Maine
Camp B em ia. The B irdhee, Tlie
206 Milk St. Boston. Mass.
W rite for free circular. OapL
F.
L.
C A TA N C E LA K E.
Barker, Bemls, Maine.
B ««t of Salmon tn d Trout fishing.
•Also all kind« of game In Season.
In
formation
and Terms furnished on ap
R A N G ELEY LA KE8.
..
. .
Baid M ountain Camps are eicuated at plication.
Brivat© boarding bouse. F.
Die foot o f Bald Mountain in a good O. Keith, Cooper, Maine.
fishing section. Steam boat accom m oda
tion« O. K . Telephone at camps. T w o
Carrabasset, Maine.
mniia daily.
W rite for free circulars to
A M O S E L L I S , Prop’r,
Spring Farm and Cottages—Un
Bald Mountain*
•
•
Maine. Carrabassett
der New Management. Thoroughly renovated.
Best of fishing and hunting. An ideal place to
spend your summer vacation. Famous CarrabasSpring Water served at all times. For fur
Hotel Blanchard will be sett
ther particulars address,
N.
CHAMPAGNE.
closed^for the winter Dec. 3
Spring Farm. Carrabasset. Maine.

A Little Sport at Dead River Dam.
Sport, indeed it is, to spend a week
in the woods at Camp Payson as did the
little miss who appears in the picture.
The party consisted of Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Adams and two-year old daugh
ter, Christine Euleta, Miss Jennie
Adams and Mrs. Howard Fillebrown of

salmon pictured weighed two and three
pounds respectively and were caught
by Delmore Adams.
Great sport was enjoyed fishing,
watching the many deer which were
s$en daily, and the meal hours were
fully enjoyed by all. Much credit is
due Mrs. Adams as cook.
The camps are run by E. P. Viles of

Lake Parlin House and Gamps.
A re delightfully situated on shore o f
Lake Parlin on direct line from Quebec
to Riangeley Lakes,
popular thorough
fare for automobiles, being a distance
of 122 miles each way.
Lake Parlin and the 12 ouit ponds in
tihe radius o f four m iles furnish
the
heat o f fly fishing the
w hole season.
The house and cam ps are new and have
all modern
conveniences*
such
as
baths, gas lights, open rock fireplace»,
etc. The cuisine 1« unexcelled.
Capoeing, boating,
bathing,
tennis,
m ountain clim bing, autom oblllng, etc.
W rite for“ booklet'.
H . P. M c K E N N E Y , Proprietor,
Jackm an,
•
Maine*
_

DON’T F O R G E T.
Whenever you writ« to one of our
advertisers, don’t forget to mention
Maine Woods.
It is important to
you to do so; important to us and
the advertiser naturally wants to
know where you found his name.
Tell him, and thus do a good turn
for all concerned.
Round Mountain, Maine
Round Mountain Lake Camps—Located on one
of the most beautiful lakes in the world, with
every comfort. Elevation 2300 feet. The highest
and coolest resort in Maine. Fly fishing, three
Ponds, fifteen miles Stream. Tennis, Croquet,
Tramping and Loafing. Send for free booklet.
DION O. BLACKWELL.
Round Mountain. Maine.T
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CHRISTINE EULETA ADAMS.

Madison, who stood the trip of 24 miles
by team and 12 miles by boat better
than the fisher girl you see in the
picture.
She was full of enthusiasm to catteh
fish, to see the deer, and last, but not
least, Grandpa and Grandma Adams and
Uncle Delmore, who by the way were
in charge of the camps. The trout and

Skowhegan, and for the past two sea
sons have been under the direction p f
Mr. and Mrs. Asa Adam3 of New Port
land.
The past season was a very success
ful one. The camps were closed the
middle of November and will open
again in May.

THEGRANGES

Woman's Sense of Honor.
Much has been done by our own
higher education and widening field
of work, and a woman now despises
West.0 CarryE PondAOampe offers every
inducem ent to fisherm en, hunters, end
what used to be by repute her most
nature lovers. F ive small ponds within
Are situated on First Debsconeag Lake, l-4mile from West Branch Penobscot; Reached
formidable weapons—a lie. tears and
40 minutes w alk
of
the hom e cam ps from Norcross by steamer and canoe in 3 hours.
Individual log cabins and tent roofed log camps;
where trout m ay be token on the fly
a. skillful appeal to the vanity of man.
every jja y in the season.
First class own garden, and hennery; daily mail; best New York, Philadelphia and Boston references,
table service,
com fortable
w ell kept
.Saturday .Afternoon, Freto. 10,
a The writer has often noticed the
cam ps and pleasant surroundings. Ele
markedly greater breadth of view and
sreguiaji ¡meeting of Noonth Franklin
vation 2000 feet. F or further inform a
tion and Illustrated literature address, i MT. K.AT AH DIN at our doorway offers best mountain climbing in New England; side trips from (Grange wtas .hold with a good, atten the truer sense of honor among the
i present-day girl students compared
1these camps to Sourdnahunk, Rainbow, Nahmakanta Lakes. A specialty made of outfitting and
R A N G E L E Y . M A IN E .
dance.
Quite a lot of Jbutsiaei&s was ■yith that which obtained when she
S co tt’s Gamps, Qutmby F ood , fam ous planning trips down the West Branch from N. E. Carry.
tnanaaeited.
The first and second herself was a student, and which is
Best Family Cooking in Maine.
for fly fishing, five m iles from R angeley, tw o m iles from
O quossoc, good j DEER AND MOOSE hunting in season, in as good territory as there is in Mame; Rates $2.00
the still largely that of women of her
road direct to cam ps. Transient parties and $2.50 per day. Open entire year. Snowshoeing, skiing. Tobogganing, visits to lumber camps degrees w.ili be conferred a,t
accom m odated, beat o f meals served. |during winter months. Booklet for the asking.
„
_ next me citing wbAch will come
on own age today. An even more strik
Telephone connection b y
w hich boat«
and accom m odations can be secured. J.
j ¡the fu.1‘1 imoc*n and he called to ord- ing fact is that the majority of men
, do not seem to expect as keen a sense
E. Scott. Bax 263, Riangeley, Maine.
H E R B E R T M. H OW ES,
l e,r iat 7.30 P. M.
The ¡meetings of honor from women as they do from
_
T
LO G CA M P T O L E T .
Millinocket Me.,Dec. 1 to May 1; May 1 to Dec. 1, Debsconeag, Me.
tthait come on the dark of the moon themselves. This mental atmosphere
X>n L on g Pond. N ear Rangeley. Five
Boom s. Brick fireplace. C ook cam p. Ice,
.will be held iat .1.30 P. M„
the has surely a deterrent effect upon the
Spiring water. Address
same ias usual.
The object of the ( growth of that sense.—A Woman
GEO. H. SN O W M AN ,
Rangeley,
.
Maine., / ------------------------N /■---------------------------------------------------------------- --- ------ ^
i ichajnge of (time was so the master i Tericher, in London Spectator.
Q
O
L
L
E
G
E
preparatory.
Business
|couM. toe present as we.ll .as several
V IA R A N G E L E Y .
Y ork’s Camps, L oon Lake. A ddress J.
others who ar.e unable .to attend an
A
courses.
Gymnasium.
Athletic
D qwJs York. Rangeley, Maine. Booklet.
afternoon meeting.
field. M ir a li training.
The only
School
ON R A N G ELEY LA K E .
D.aite of next meeting March 2d, at
M lng° Spring H otel and Camps. The
Incorporated
school in Maine inviting comparison
17.30 P. M.
The question for dis
m ost attractive place at the Rangeleys.
fo r b oys
A dvance booking advised. A ddress A.
cuss
ion,
Resolved,
That
women
in chool, athletic and home equip
a. Perham, Rangeley, Maine
cast
work harder on the farm than
the
ment with high grade priv
; men.
Affirmative, Callstia Shep
This place is famous for the Early
ard; negative, James Morrison. Afate schools.
Snowshoeing,
Trout Fishing and Excellent Guides.
|
¡ter
the meeting there will toe an
e
^ tobogganing, skiing, horseIN T H E
entertainment.
The lecturer
has
X
a
F a r m i n g t o n J3
back riding, maple-sugar
several things to present—along that
making, fishing, and hunting.
Line.
Ajt the close o f the meeting Satur
Autoists en route to Rangeley are invited to inKing and Bartlett Campa, 2,000 feet
day
a generous treat of hot ¡buttered
p ect our complete plant. Tuition $700.
above sea level, unexcelled for trout
pop corn was served.
Several com
Accommodations for two more boys.”
fishing or an outing. Individual cab
mittees
were
appointed,
who are
ADDRESS
in*. open wood fires, excellent cuisln
to have charge o f
entertainments
Offers rooms with hot and cold water
fin« natural lithia spring water, mag
GEORGE D. CHURCH,
which are to 4>e held in the noar for $1.00 a day and up; which includes
nificent scenery. Renew your health
Headmaster
free use of public shower baths. NO
future.
in the balsam-laden air of Maine’s
THING TO EQUAL THIS IN NEW
ENGLAND. Rooms wtih private bath
Ideal resort. Address
for $1.50 per day and up; suits o f two
NO
TRUTH
IN
REPORT.
rooms and bath for $4.00 per day and up
HARRY M. PIERCE,
Dining room and cafe first class.
Eu
which supper was served by the broth
King and Bartlett Camps,
Story of “ Tootnpick Combination” Made ropean plan.
ers.
The
menu
consisted
o
f
oyster
Address, Farmington, Me until the
Absolutely Fireproof. Stone Floor*. Nothing
Out of Whole Cloth, Says 0. H.
stew, pickles, ham sandwiches, dough
tease n open#.
W ood bat The D oor*.
nuts, pies, cakes and coffee.
Bersey.
Equipped w ith its own u n it a r y vacuum
plant. Strictly a tem perance hotel.
Send fa
D E A D R IV E R R E G IO N .
1
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Ross were in
booklet.
Sargent Up to date In every par
Farmington last week.
ticular.
Maine’s Ideal family vacation
Articles have appeared in the Lewis, STORER F. GRAFTS, Gen. Mgr.
resort. Good flshio* a n d ta m tln g \ e e The preliminary speaking contest ton Journal and Farmington Chronicle
Uan. OUtalne unsurpassed. A . B. Sar
Rangeley, February 13, 1912.
gent, Prop’r, Bustle, Maine.
among the pupils of the High school this week relative to a combination in
Miss Vera Dunsmoor of Chesterville, will take place at the church Friday
the toothpick business, and Mr. Hersey
W EST CARRY POND CAMPS. is visiting friends in town.
evening.
sent the following letter to the Lewis TAKE NYOIL WITH YOU INTO
W est Gerry Pond Gampe. Under new
Howard Herrick returned from Bos
Rev.
L.
A.
White’s
subject
next
ton Journal which explains the situa
management, will be put In first class
THE WOODS IN YOUR GRIP
Sunday will be “ God Gareth for Us.”
•nape (Or (he season e f 1911 and offers ton last week.
tion:
every inducement to fishermen, hunt
Mrs. Grace McCully of Farmington,
ers, and nature lovers.
Ftvo
small
No Sportsman’s Kit
To the Editors of the Lewiston Journal:
gond* within 40 minutes walk Of the was the guest of her sister, Mrs. E. H. POST CARD SHOWER TO AGED LADY
In the issue of yesterday’s Journal,
home campa where trout may be (alien
is complete without
OF STRONG.
on the fly every day in the season, Whitney, several days last week.
February 12th, there appeared a letter
it. No Guide will
sfrat d oss table service, comfortable
A large crew of men are at work on
waP kept camps and pleasant surrounddated from Phillips, telling o f a propos.
recommend
any
tiles. Elevation 2000 feet.
For further
Mrs. F. E. True, more familiarly ed toothpick combinaton, and that j
taformaittan and Illustrated literature the new school building, and it is ex
other
oil
after
he
address,
pected that it will be completed by known as “ Grandma True” or “ Aunt had visited Dixfield and had confer
April 1.
Lizzie,” was very pleasantly surprised ences with Butler, Forster and others,
has given
R. B. TAYLOR, Prop.
Mrs. Minnie Spiller is visiting her last Saturday by being the recipient of but most of which is pure fabrication,
DEAD RIVER,
MAINE sister, Mrs. Nettie Nash at Jackman.
a shower of post cards, the occasion be made up out of whole cloth.
Edgar Berry of Lewiston, was in ing her 87th birthday. She gratefully
JACKM AN. M AINE.
I have not been in Dixfield for nearly
U lr « Park. Beautifully situated on (he
a thorough test on hi»
Mwr« of Lak« Wood, Autotaar Motor town last week on business. Thursday appreciated the kindness and thought six months- Have not seen Maurice
rifle. I t ’ s the best la b
ing, Trout and Salmon
fiatung,
17 he received a message to come home at fulness of her many friends in this Forster, John S. Harlow or the western
r ica tln g o il e v e r r e 
fined ; in a class by it
« l e e ot lak« and 90 m f l e e o f rtv«r
self for use on ti rearms
boottny. Twin Island Gampe at Skinner. once, as his little son Norman, who was and other towns and desires to express people from Muncie, Ird., for a long,
I t w ill not knot or
■ . A . Bootlunan.
recently operated on for appendicitis, her sincere thanks through the columns long time.
chill. It contains no
was worse and had been taken back to of this paper. Mrs. True has made her
Yours truly,
acid. I t A bsolotblt
KENNEBEC COUNTY.
the hospital. Mr. Berry left on the home for several years with her daugh
PREVENTS RUST.
O. H. Hersey.
noon train, accompanied by his sister'; ter, Mrs. Henry W. Allen, where she
AH hardware and
Phillips, Me., Feb. 13, 1912.
BCLORADB LAKES, MAINE.
sporting Roods stores
Tbo Bolyrad«. Beat Sportsmen’* Hotel in-law, Mrs. Anson M. Hoar. At last is tenderly cared for by loving hands.
sell
it.
Largre bottles
tn N«w F.nylsnd. Beat black baa« flabcheaper to
buy, 25
¡“ * In (ho world, boot trout fiahtng la reports the little fellow was improving. About one year ago she suffered a
Not Selfish.
cents;
trial
size. 10c.
IjkHi» C U t. N. HR1 & Bon. Managoni.
Mr. and Mrs. Amos Ellis were re slight shock and although she is un
“ Mary,” said the sick man to his
C A R A T U N K , M E.
Wm. F. NYE,
cent guests of their daughter, Mrs. able to get around the house, owing to wife, after the doctor had pronounced
I am opening tw o new ponds to fly
N*w Bedford, Mas*.
fishing- where fish w eighing on e-h alf Olin Rowe.
the condition of the lower limbs, her It a case of smallpox, "If any of my
Also M fr’ o f
to four pounds can be caught, situ at
About 45 attended the Grange meet mental faculties are still unimpaired creditors call, tell them that I am
ed near Pierce P on d Gamps. Send for
NYOLBNB
at
least
In
a
condition
to
give
them
ctrmilar.
ing Saturday night. The third and and she is remarkably well preserved
in tabes. Try either
C. A. SPAULDING,
something.’’—Tlt-Blts.”
or both.
fourth degrees were conferred, after for her years.
Coratunk. Maine.

E. H. GROSE, Stratton, Me.

HOWES’ DEBSCONEAG CAMPS.
For MOOSE and DEER

Commonwealth Hotel

Opposite State House, Boston, Mass,
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Wly Stop the Sale of Game-birds?
The

Quality Store”
Why Have a
Cold?
We have all kinds o f
COUGH S Y R U P
to cure them .
White Pine Cough Syrup.
White Pine Tar Cough Syrup.
Cough Cordial and many others.

By Edward How© Forbush.
How much longer will the people
of this country dontiruue to offer
a price upon the heads o f
useful
wild birds and animals?
The fur,
plume feather, and game markets,
are responsible for the destruction
and extinction of many valuable form
of bird and animal life.
AH that
ia necessary to insure the extermi
nation of a species is to put a liber
al price upon it.
It will be pursued
to the uttermost parts o f the earth.
Laws will be broken, the officers of
the law will be evaded or intimidat
ed, or in some cases overpowered
or murdered, and the demands
of
the market will be supplied so long
as there is a marketable bird or an
imal left alive.
The mother bird on

ods will be used in' procuring them.
The demands of the feather market
are exterminating- the most rare and
beautiful birds of the world, while
those of the game market are extir
pating game of all kinds.
Mr. Beeb
of the New York Zoological society
who recently has returned from an
expedition to Asiatic countries, re
ports that pheasants o f many species
are rapidly approaching extinction.
The ruffed grouse or partridge
of
New England and North America is
practically extinct now in several
states.
The heath-hen has disap
peared except on the island of
Martha’s Vineyard.
The passenger
pigeon and the Eskimo curlew, which
in the early part of the last century
migrated in flocks, which obscured

possession of a cold storage house
in
New
York City. Thirty-four
thousand, flour hundred and thirteen
were game ¡birds, eighteen thou©and fifty-eight snowbirds, and twto
hundred and eighty-eight were bobo
links.
The modern demand for game is
unlimitted.
Formerly the markets
sometimes were glutted and the de
mand ceased.
Now modern facili
ties of cold storage make it possible
for the marketmen to preserve great
quantities of game indefinitely. If
game is to be sold in our markets
let us make laws restricting sale to
those species which can be raised on
game farms.
Otherwise in a few
years our forests, fields, and waters will be depleted to their furred

R. H. PREBLE
DRUGGIST
PHILLIPS,

M A IN E .

* W ARTED More o f those
OLD F A S H IO N E D
Y E L L o W EYED
BEANS.
' CASH

| J.'R .

DOYEN

DOYEN

C L E A R A N C E ¿A L E
Hats going fdr 98c that sold
fo r $2.00, $3.00 and $4.00.
Toques, Gloves and Mittens at
Cost
Am selling these goods
cheap as I wish to close the
store later for a vacation and
want to clean my winter goods
up early. Call at once and
get a good hat for 98c.

MRS. J. C TIRRELL

&
a
®
■ 9

F R A N K F. G R A V E S
Graduate Optometrist.
.

.

.

Maine

rmerB Phone 3 34.

W h e n you have a bilious attack give
C h a m b e rlin ’ s T a b lets 8 trial. They are
e x ce lle n t. F o r sale by aH dealers.

At Y o u r P e r i l .
An accident Insurance company has
placed In the elevators of several of
fice buildings the following notice:
“ This elevator is limited to fourteen
persons. All over that number riding
on this car. do so at their own risk.”—
New York Sun.
A rc h ite c tu ra lly

S pea king,

“ I am the architect of ruy own fortune,” said Mr. Dustin Stax.
Well,
replied Mr. Holden Howes, “ by being
your own architect you’re liable to
get some curious effects, but you do
save a lot of money on plans and spe
cifications.”
HOW

COLD A FFE C TS TH E

G et it to d a y in usual liq u id fo rm o r
c h o c o la te d ta b lets ca lled Sarsatabs*

D O E S N 'T S H O O T UNLESS
HE
KNOWS W H A T HE IS SH O OT
ING A T .
j [|
Stamford, Vt., January, 1912.
|
To the Editor of Maine Woods:
It seems to me that Maine has a lot
'
of foolish and careless hunters, by the
number of accidents that haj pen there.
In Vermont we have none to speak of.
We shoot only deer with horns, three
inches long or more, so that one must
stop to see that he is not shooting at a
doe, as this would cost $100 and costs to
settle with the state.
I have been a deputy fish and game
warden three years and no accidents
have happened to me yet. Since a boy
I have used a rifle as my favorite gun.
My first riflles were the muzzle loaders
and they did fine work. The only fault
was that they were too slow. I never
shoot a riflle until I know what I am
shooting at. I have lost game and one
large buck by this, but if I had ever
shot and killed or crippled anyone, it
would worry me as long as I lived.
George Whalen.

MAINE A U TO M O B IL E ASS’N HAS
PLAN FOR IMPROVING
S T A T E ’S HIGHWAYS.

Good ej esight is vital to the highest
type o f efficiency. Almost
all poor eyesight can
be prevented by
proper means.
Thorough examination at your
residence if desired.

N ew Sharon,

Hood’s Sarsaparilla

Mackamp. Me., Jan. 24,1912.
To
the
Editor
Maine Woods:
the
sky,
are
now
believed
to
be
ex
I
and
feathered
inhabitants.
her nest, the unfledged young, the
How much longer will the people i In looking over Maine Woods yester
doe and her fawn all are sacrificed tinct, and other North American
species' of game-birds and shore- of America allow the exploitation of ' day I was very much surprised to read
to the greed of gain.
wild game to line the pockets of the the untruthful statements by the cor
I h e market hunter is the bane of birds are disappearing fast.
Thirty
years
ago
Eskimo
curlews
j
few?
The game belongs to the respondent in regard to Trout Brook
animal life.
Where the sportsman
The birds are of far |Camps.
hunts occasionally, the pot-hunter and passenger pigeon,s could be seen ] whole "people.
There are still seven of the original
in
barrels
in
the
Boston
markets.
!
greater
benefit
to mankind when
shoots continually.
It is his busi
apd party of which he speaks, still coming
ness to kill while the game lasts, I Millions of passenger pigeons were i allowed to live in the wood©
to my camp; in 1909 there were 11 in
and to spare none.
He feels that shipped yearly within the -last half fields and protect our crops and trees!
Dr. from insect pests, than they ever the party, and the writer I refer to was
if he withholds his hand the next I century to all the large cities.
pot-hunter will not.
Market hunting D. G. Elliot states that a game deal can be when hanging mangled and one of the party whom I did not car
about having for various reasons.
stimulates the use of devices for cap er in New York received twenty tons disfigured in the butcher’s stall. The 1
The remainder of the party are firstgreatest
benefit
that
our
people
can
of
prairie-chickens
in
one
consign
turing game by
whole-sale. The
class
fellows and come to my place
snare, the net,
the trap,
the ment and that one of the larger derive from birds is gained by their
every fall and get their limit of game,
dealers
sold
about
twro
hundred
thou©
battery, the swivel-gup and all in
living companionship.
If we allow’ i
as some pictures of deer which will be
August
human devices for killing or captur and birds i<n six months.
thedr destruction the void thus made published in Maine Woods a little later
Silz,
in
New
York
says
that
he
has
ing large numbers of birds and ani
Let us a c t ! will testify.
one can never be filled.
mals are used to supply the market sold a million game birds in
I want the readers of Maine Woods
now
and
prohibit
all
sale
of
wild
year.
In
1903,
more
than
forty
and so long as wild birds can be sold
the game forever.—Our Dumb Animals. ! to understand that there is nothing the
legally, illegal and destructive meth- million were found illegally in
matter with my camps, only with some
of the people who have been there, and
that you will find as good hunting there
as in any section of Maine.
Yours very truly,
\
Robert Walker.

Maine,

J. R.

Barks Herbs

T h a t h av e great m ed icin a l pow er, a re
ra ised to their h igh est efficiency, f o r
p u r ify in g and e n rich in g the b lood, a s
th e y are com b in ed in H o o d ’s S a rsa 
parilla.
40,366 testim on ia ls re ce iv e d b y a ctu a l
co u n t in tw o yea rs. B e sure to ta k e

KILLDEER -PLOVER.

Has bought out the entire
stock and trade of the Farmer’s Co-Operative Trading Co.
Call and I will give you one
hundred and thirty crackers
for twenty five cents.

g

Roots

N OTH IN G T H E M A T T E R
W ITH
T R O U T BROOK CAMPS.

GROCERY
STORE

Phillips,

I

K ID N E Y S .

A void takin g cold if you r kidn eys
are s en sitive.
Cold con gests th e k id 
neys, throw s too much w ork upon them
and w eakens theLr action.
Serious k idjney trouble and even © right's disease
m av result.
Strengthen your kidneys,
g e t’ rid o f the pain and soreness, build
Them
up by the tim ely use of F oley
K idn ey Pills.
T on ic in action, quick
iin results.
E. FT. W hitney,
Phillips,
Alain e.

admit of Hie fire. —After the fire
There happened to be a bunch of was out and while several men were
loggers or
river drivers stopping discussing it in the office,
smoke
across the street at the Barden was seen coming from beneath
a
Y©s, D. F. H. is right about the House, including several Frenchmen. closet d\oor in the northwest corner
Kempton bear—DeFaitch ' always At the alarm these clmps clambered of the office—beneath the stairs and
right.
So it wras thirty years ago, over the burning roof, with their where clothing is now hung.
Inveswas it? Gee— but what an old bear corked boots and valiantly fought tigatiom showed,fire smouldering in
j he might have been had he Lived! the flames with snow, there being j some old papers stored there, and
While Dr. Das- j here was a mystery never solved.
H© was a big fellow, too, weigh no water at hand.
of
ing 450 pounds, and his hide looked comb was spoiling a new suit
Since returning from the west I
it, every ounce.
The “ Old Man” I clothes with the editor inside the have been told that the remains of
bought the ©kin and tried a piece of shed, trundling a barrel of kerosene 1Bruin were, after the sale of the pavoice i per, placed in some pasture, where
He only tried it.
But out of the shod, an excited
j the steak.
; the hide was mounted in good was heard from the roof, through the! a wohild-be Nimrod was guided one
shape by a Madrid man—n|ame for large hole already burned—“ Takey day ip pursuit of bear.
Mose ©ays
gotten.
He did a good job and the out dat horse, here—takey out dat i the chap discovered the bear and re
bear mounted guard at the Phono horse,” he cried, and the doctor and turned to town foy assistance; but
graph door lor months, and in the editor laughed so loud that the
Moes can tell that story better
winter wdis housed and blanketed— Frenchman possibly was offended or
than
“ we.”
O. M. M.
to keep out the dust.
While thus at least mystified, for “ de horse”
T H A T PHONOGRAPH BEAR.

stabled in the shed, some careless
chaps entered and dropped a match
. in the inflamable stuff and the cry
of fire wras raised, a blaze of flame
rising from the roof of the shed as
|
the editor sknrried out from his horn
|in the “ Block.”
I

was left to his fate, as the covering
and hair had been completely burned
off.
The fire was confined to the shed,
Nathaniel Beal, Esq., guarding the
door to see that no one opened it to

Their Vision Dimmed.
How many learned men are working at the forge of science—laborious,
ardent, tireless Cyclops, but oneeyed!—Joubert.

A plan submitted by Lyman H. Nel
son of Portland at a good roads meet
ing held under the auspices of the
Maine Automobile
association, if
adopted may result in immediate and
state-wide improvements in Maine high
ways. Mr. Nelson proposed that the
state capitalize the annual tax on au
tomobiles in this state, which amounted
to about $125,1 00 this year, and there
by raise a large fund which could be
used for the immediate improvement of
the principal highways of the state.
The plan w e s approved by other speak
ers and will probably be submitted to
to the legislature.
About 300 automobile owners from
various parts of the state attended the
meeting and the other speakers beside
Mr. Nelson were John Clark Scates of
j Westbrook, Maine, delegate to the
j Good Roads Congress at Washington,
Prof. George T. Files of Bowdoin col
Ilege and Millard W. Baldwin of the
Portland Department of Public Works
j

J

Nothing To It.
P a tie n ce — T h is pap er sa y s that the
F ren ch language is mort auii.w.c
1 use w hen te le p h o n in g than the E n g
i lish has b e e n d is co v e re d s in c e L on don
i and P a ris w e re lin k ed by te lep h on e.
I
j P a trice — W h y , th a t’ s rid icu lo u s ;
! had a F re n ch m a n tele p h o n e on e day,
and I c o u ld n ’t u n derstan d a word he
j s a id !— Y o n k e rs Statesm an .

;

TH E

SOUND

SLEEP
HEALTH

OF

GOOD

Is not fo r those suffering- from k id 
ney
ailments
and irregularities. T he
prom pt use o f Foley K idney Pills will
dispel backache and rheumatism, heal
and strengthen sore, weak and ailing
kidneys, restore
normal action, and
w ith it health and strength.
Mrs. M.
j F.
Spaisbury, Sterling, 111., says:
‘‘I
j‘ suffered great palin in m’y back and
kidneys, could not sleep at night, and
i could not raise my hands over m y head.
But tw o bottles of Foley K idney Pills
cured m e.”
E. H. •W hitney, Phillips,
Maine.
. i
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ANSWERS T H E C ALL.
Returning from one of my hunting
ience to the voice of God will lead us to
________
a higher, happier life than will any oth trips one time, I forgot to say that I
Phillips People Have Found That
had
a
nice
black
skunk.
I
met
a
trav,
er pathway.
This Is True.
i
Wholesale and Retail.
But the great cause of disobedience is eiing fur buyer who offered me $1.2,
for
the
skin,
and
I
took
him
up.
Weil
carelessness. Most of us are glad to
A cold, a strain, a sudden wrench.
j Leave your orders early for
say we have a vision of the heavenly he hunted around awhile in his pockets,
next winter’ s supply. For prices
A little cause may hurt the kidneys.
way, but we do not follow the directions and found he could not pay me even
apply to
Spells of backache often follow.
M-eJvin Shieríburoe Hutching, pas of the master. He said, “ If any man 1 20. He finally said he would call and
Or some irregularity of the urine.
BEAL
M cL E A R Y ,
will come after me, let him deny him get the skin later on, and am still wait
tor.
A splendid remedy for such attacks.
ing
for
him
to
come.
self
and
take
up
his
cross
and
follow
Cai'.enfiar if.or week ending Peib. 24.
A medicine that has cured thousands Office at Phillips Station,
A good many years ago my uncle
Sunday, Feb. 18: 10.45, mornlir^ ¡m e.” Did we try harder to do God’s
Is Doan's Kidney Pills, a true kid
AGENTS:
who still survives and follows the trail
Mountain Top, or Valley?”
12 M., |will, and to seek his approval, were we
ney remedy.
C.
B.
Richardson,
Strong.
killed a coon; not one of the little meas
Many Phillips people rely on it.
worship.
Sermon, “ Revision. Fo.r less indifferent, we would have more of
L. L. Mitchell Kingfield.
ly coons like we see nowadays, but a
heaven.
Sunday scboiol.
7.30 P. .M., Peo
Here is Phillips proof.
God speaks to us by experience, by genuine old black coon which had lived
Elbridge Dill, of Phillips, Me., says;
ple’s service.
Mutfic by Choral c.luib.
opportunity, yes, even by our tempta in a den tree in an old black ash swamp “ I have not known what kidney trouble
Address, “ The Queen of America.”
tions. The most beautiful life comts for years. This Cion yielded up a com is, since Doan’s Kidney Pills cured me
Thursday, Feb. 22:
7.30 P. M.,
by listening and following obediently, mon family cooking kettle heaping full three years ago. I think just as highly
add week prayer unveiling.
j First of all we must heed the voice of of fat. This may sound fishy, but when of this remedy as when I previously R E A L E ST A T E A G E N C Y
Pelturd.ay, Feb. 24:
2.30 P. M.,
j God to our own souls. If it be not so I tell you that the pelt was almost as endorsed it. I suffered from a dull
Free Bapliisit conference.
80 ACRE FARM on main road; 2*4
large as a sheep skin, perhaps you will
[ there is no need of religion.
ache across the small of my back, and
Experts in social advancement tell us sing a different tune. Everyone who the secretions were inactive, and I was miles to village; R. F. D. past th«>
Sunday morning at the Union church that there is no progress for humanity saw the pelt said it was the largest
house; 25 acres tillage, cuts about
Rev. Mr. Hutchins preached a sermon apart from the message of Jesus Christ. coon hide he had ever seen in his feeling miserable in every way when I 30 tons of hay; remainder pasture
upon “ Obedience to the Voice of God.’ ’ In him is fulness of life, is the deep life. A traveling fur buyer was the got Doan's Kidney Pills at Cragin’s and wood lot, hard wood and pine.
The scripture text was Isa., 1, ii, source of heavenly communion and of purchaser of this enormous skin, and drug store, now Whitney’s drug store. Well and acqueduct water; story and
“ Hear, 0 heavens, and give ear, O lasting service. Through him we make paid 75 cents more than for common Soon after I began using them, my a half, 9 room house and oil; two.
earth; for the Lord hath spoken.”
In the world better. Give obedience to sized coons, which is going some for pains and aches left me and I felt bet barns, one 44x52, the other 28x28.,
these words Isaiah adjured the people the voice of God, to the voice of Jesus, these gents, for generally all hides are ter than I had for some time.”
Included are 5 good cows, farm
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 ing tools, one acre good sweet corn,
to listen, as God told of the sinfulness who reveals Him unto us, to the Spirit small with them. Just the other day I
of Israel. We may well take the same which communes with our spirit. God asked a traveler what he was paying cents. Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, grain and about 30 tons of hay; for
words as a call to obey that which the speaks as His law is revealed to us, and for skunk hides. “ Well,” says he, New York, sole agents for the United quick sale we make the price $2,200.
States.
Lord hath spoken.
‘Number cnes are worth $1 35 and numsays, “ This is the way, walk ye in it.”
Remember the name—Doan's—and j
Each one of us who thoughtfully con
er twos are” “ Hold on,” says I,
“ I hear it often in the dark,
take no other.
siders the matter, knows that God does
lon’ t tell me any more.” He seemed
I hear it in the light,
speak to man and speaks in many ways.
Where is the voice that comes to me i stenished because I demurred at his
R E A L E ST A T E A G E N C Y
Even Renan, the French infidel, who
figures. A good living profit is any because they do not advertise in Maine
With such a quiet might?
has written one of the best of the his I It seems but echo to my thought,
Wilton,
Maine,
man’ s rights who is in business, but Woods, and it is only fair to the pub
tories of the Jewish people exclaims,
when it comes to three or four profits lishers of this magazine that I do so, be
And yet beyond the stars!
“ Who will dare to say that the Supreme
per skin, just count me on the kickers’ cause it would give them free adver
It seems a heart beat in a hush,
Creator had not spoken to the souls of
ist. I have been stung so many times tising. also a dealer’s puff. I think the
And yet the place it jars.
PEELED PULPW 0QD,
men?”
that I am always expecting to get the editor and publisher will agree with me.
Oh, may it be that far within
By the voice of nature, by the reve
like treatment again, even though I Anyway I received $1.20 for one skin,
3,000 cords, Fir, Spruce and Poplas
My inmost soul there lies
lation of Scripture, by the words of
have every reason to believe in a man’s $2 35 for another, and $1.50, and so on wanted on line of Sandy River & RangeA spirit sky, that opens with
ley Lakes Railroad. Highest prices for
seers and prophets, by the highest rev
honesty. The old saying about the child down.
1909. Write, telephone or call on &
Those voices of surprise.
elation of Jesus, by history and exper
who gets burned in the fire, applies to
Perhaps I have strung this story out
Thy heaven is mine—my very soul!
ience are only a part of the ways in
things outside of just fire. Anyway if most too long but when I get to writ A . W . M c L e a r y , Phillips
Thy
words
are
sweet
and
strong,
which God speaks to man.
the buyers will pay me enough for my j ing, the things of the past will some
They fill my inward silences
Since we know that God speaks to us,
“ hide” for I suppose that is what they way crowd upon me thick and fast.
With music and with song.
it is well to think upon our obedience to
want, to buy a few Toby C’gars, then I The good and bad both come forth to
that voice which comes clearest to us in
They send me challenges to right,
must needs be quiet. No doubt even invite comparison, not that I set my
communion with h:m.
And loud rebuke my ill;
the animals themselves would weep and self up a judge, except on what is, and '
There are many ways to disobey the
They ring my bells of victory.
and wail, if they knew how cheap their is not a good skin, hide, pelt, skins of
voice of God. The first way, but one,
They breathe my Peace, be still!
beautiful skins were sometimes sold.
And talk over the changes you will
sheep, etc.
to which none of us are perhaps tempt
They ever seem to say, ‘ My child,
Thi3 seems to be the age of cheap
make on your house this spring, such
I
hope
you
will
excuse
me
if
I
have
j
ed to yield, is that of open rebellion, de
Why seek me far away?
Johns, bills, etc,
occupied too much of your valuable as changing the small lighted windows
claring that we will have nothing to d0
Now journey inward to thyself,
A few years ago I started out to buy time in the pursuance of my hens j for the large glass window?, the old
with God or His commands, defying
And listen by the way.”
up furs and hides, and I found the tracks. If the editor will allow WG door for a new glass door and the best
Him or as did one wild, reckless, crazed
goods, I traveled some, but a good space, I will give you some of my trap- j improvement you can make is a nice
man, daring God to manifest His pres,
many furs were brought to me by trap- i ping and hunting experiences later on I wide porch, to enjoy life on in summer
cnee.
pers and hunters, and if I do say it I
in the winter when I am more at liberty, j
Another way of disobeying God comes
got about all of the fur that was caught
for
just now is my busy season. It I
through thinking that it does not
in my vicinity. I bought on the basis |
might please the readers of Maine
much matter whether or not we regard
of from 5 to 15 cents per skin, profit.
Keeps everything you will need and
Woods to learn how my brother and I
His commands. In every community,
If the market advanced after I had
lost 50 or more steel traps one winter |would-be very pleased to sell some to
In
3.
parts—
Part
3.
upon every hillside may we find some
bought a lot of furs I was in luck, and
you.
along our trap line.
By F. L. Butlep.
who have this attitude toward the voice
if it declined I was where I was like
Another incident in the life of one of Jens in the comic paper, “ money bane !
of God. For the last 75 years the love
of God has been so emphasized that our travelers, happened a number of gone” goods bane gone, likewise my
FOOD VALUE OF CHESTNUTS
men have been led to practically say, i years ago, up near Findlay’s lake. A profit. One has got to buy cautiously
will do as I like and trust to God’s great very smart trapper, I will not call his on a declining market, and especially so j Are Rich in Starch and Fat, Better
love, for He will care for me.
What name for various reasons, had killed a in late winter when furs of some kinds l
Than Potatoes and Almost as
can be more utterly presuming and ab- neighbor’s black tabby cat, and with begin to run springy in the minds of the j
Good as Bread.
At the corner Grocery opposite
horent, more mean and selfish than the aid of a weasel’s tail, and some ex city buyer or large dealer; but in all my i
Whitney’s
drug store and get a loaf
In
France
much
attention
Is
given
this?
Would you say of an earthly tract of mink, poor tabby was turned trapping and hunting experience I nev
father or friend, he loves me so well into a very respectable black mink, or er have found any furs that were to the propagating of the chestnut, 1 of that famous Phillips Home
that he will overlook all my misdeeds I should say a very clever imitation, as springy until the last of March or first and the fruit is spoken of with enthu- j Bakery Bread. Mixed with milk
siasm and respect. In French litera
and therefore I shall do nothing that he the fur trade would say.
of April, unless it was an extremely j ture, especially in stories for children,
and the v±ry best of flour.
One
Well, to return to my story. Along warm and early spring with a very op
wishes me to do?
the chestnut tree is quite as impor
slice fr:rr. this bread will not dry up.
Even the leaders of that denomina comes our friend, “ the traveling furl en winter, but the dealers all send up tant a feature as the plum tree in the
while you are eating another.
tion, the Universalist, which in the past buyer,” and in looking over the trap their springy cry as soon as mid-winter politics of this country, where we
Rememberiwe have this Bread
has put the most emphasis upon the per’s collection he came to a very queer j is past.
speak lightly of the chestnut and
love of God, are now putting emphasis looking hide with queer blend of col- i Last spring and the spring before last then pay at the rate of $5 a bushel
fresh every, day right from the
upon the terrible consequences of sin, 1ors. “ Look here, you,” he said to the i a traveling buyer came along and asked for them. The small French chestnut
oven—red hot-try one loaf and you
saying those consequences will be felt j trapper, “ what do you call this kind of |me if I had any furs to sell. It hap is called the “chataigne,” but the
will use no other.
in the sin which will grow through eter Iof a skin?” “ Black mink to be sure,’ i pened that I had a few skunks’ hides large or giant chestnut is the “marron.”
The
man-on
is
cultivated
ex
: quoth the trapper; black mink were
nal ages.
that I had caught in December and tensively in France and Italy, where
God would not so rebuke his own phys- bringing extremely high prices that January. Well, Mr. Traveler called it is used in large quantities.
L E A V IT T ,’ & JACOBS
*cal law as to utterly annul it in spirit winter, and it stood the trapper in them springy shedders, etc., and j “Every soda fountain menu,” say8
ual things.
Many a ruined wasted life hand to collect all of these animals that’ offered me 75 cents apiece for them,
the New York Soda Fountain, a trade
attests the fact that penalties naturally j were available.
kept the furs and shipped them to e journal, “ has some reference to inarOar poor traveler was nonplussed.
follow the breaking ot physical law. In
well known companyinNew York city rons, and marrons glace are a favor
mental realms there is added awfulness The skin in all respects save the tail I withhold the name of this company ite after-dinner morsel at all the larg
er hotels, yet few persons realize that
following disregard of God’s laws. God was a mink skin, and there was the
while primarily a dessert delicacy, i
will forgive but the consequences of dis stickler, as the tail was a number of
S T A B L E W I T H HOUSE.
marrons are an exceedingly whole
HAIR
HEALTH.
shades
lighter
than
the
body
part
of
the
obedience to him must follow the law
some
and
valuable
food.
It
is
not
skin..
breaker.
Large comfortable rooms.’ Jvst the
generally known that the fruit of the
After looking it over a good many If You Have Scalp or Hair Trouble, Ac
There is a way of disobedience which
chestnut tree is nearly as valuable place to spend a few weeks in the sum
perhaps comes nearer to most of us than times and smelling of it, he finally de
as bread and more valuable than po mer for happiness and pleasure. Good
cept This Offer.
these. We are willing in a general way cided that taking all things into consid
tatoes as a food, being rich in starch fishing near by. Rates reasonable.
and fat.”
Both telephones.
Bath room.»
to obey God. But his law in its entire eration and the risks he ran, that 25
When
we
promise
you
money
back
In some, districts of Pennsylvania
ty, we will not obey.
We say it would cents for imitation black mink vs- cat for the mere asking if Rexall “ 93”
GEO. L. L A K IN ,
narrow our lives to apply God’s laws to skins was a very fair price, but he told Hair Tonic does not do as we claim it much attention is now given to the
all its interests.
Is anything blinder me afterwards that he came very near will, you certainly have no reason for planting of chestnut trees. There are
Proprietor
several bill counties in Indiana, like
than this? To cure this mistake we buying that cat skin for $9.50; and even hesitating to try it. We do not Brown, Monroe and Morgan, where
|
ask
you
to
obligate
-yourself
in
any
Phillips,
Maine
have only to ask what God’s law is. again the same buyer was known to way.
the marron and the smaller sized
Since our Creator, our Heavenly Father, pay $1.50 for a large horse hide when
We could not afford to so strongly en chestnuts could be made a source of
dorse Rexall “ 93’ Hair Tonic and con profit.
has a goal which He has set before His other buyers were paying $2.50.
That makes me think of the time tinue to sell it as we do, if it did not do
children, since he is yearning for them
all we claim. Should our enthusiasm
to reach that goal and to become all when I paid 75 cents apiece for sheep carry us away, and Rexail “ 93” Hair
How It Wa3 in Rome.
that He wishes them to be, His law must pelts and sold them for 30 cents apiece. Tonic not give entire satisfaction to the ■ In the golden age of 300 peaceful Attorney and Counsellor at Law
be a pathway to its attainment. Can I shipped them away with a lot of oth users, they would lose faith in us and years under imperial Rome crime al
Office at No. 2 Bates Block
it do aught but add breadth and happi er hides which brought about the same our statements, and in consequence, our most ceased, Gibbon says, because no
business prestige would suffer.
figure.
Even
the
traveler
would
have
ness to our lives?
Therefore, when we assure you that man could escape the jurisdiction of PHILLIPS, - - - - MAINE
We may set for ourselves other goals. given me much better prices, but then Rexail “ 93” Hair Tonic will promptly Rome, for Rome then was the whole
We may say that we will have money we all have our lessons to learn in one eradicate dandruff, stimulate hair world.
growth and prevent premature baldness j
J. BLAINE MORRISON
at all hazards, that we will make every way or another.
There have been times when our you may rest assured we know what we j
A
tto r n e y - at - L a w
thing minister to our pleasure, butobedare talking about
home buyer offered $1 25 for black
We honestly believe that Rexall “ 93” F I R S T L A G R I P P E , T H E N B R O N - I Beat Block. Phillios Fire ami Life Insurance
skunk, and the traveler was paying Hair Tonic will do more than any other
C H ITIS .
That w as the case with Mrs. W .
S.
Humors Come to the Surface in $1.50 and vice versa.
human agency toward restoring hair
growth and hair h alth.
It is not Bailey, M cCreary, K y „ "M y w ife was
the spring as in no other season.
greasy and will not gu n the scalp or taken dow n with a severe a ttack of
They don’t run themselves all off
hair or cause permanent stain. It is as la grippe, w hich run into bronchitis.
If you are troubled with chronic con 
D E N T IS T ,
that way, however, but mostly re
pleasant to use as pure cold water.
It She coughed as tho’ she had consum p
main in the system.
Hood’s Sar stipation, the rnild and gentle effect of comes in two siz *s. urices 50 cents *nd tion and could not sleep at night. The
Successor to D r. Holt.
first bottle o f F oley’ s H oney and Tar
saparilla removes them, wards off Cham berlain’s Tablets makes them espec $1.00. Remember, you can obtain it Compound gave her so much relief that
Hour» 8 to 12; 1 to 5. Evening# bff
ially suited to your case. F or sale by only at our store —The Rexall Store. she continued using it until she
was
danger, makes good health sure.
perm anently cu red.”
E. II. W hitney, Appointment.
all dealers.
E. H. Whitney, Phillips, Me.
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Draw Your Chair
by the Fireside

¡The Traveling
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Phillips Hardware Co.
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viiSiited h.isi sister, Mrs. Lionel
T.
Mrs. A. A. Stanley of eheste rville as
Allen,
a
few
daya
tast
week.
nurse.
Michael Kersliner of Farmington
M ^ter Perley Lee Berry of Dryd.eu,
was
a sailer /in town last week.
passed two days with Mr and Mrs.
D. E .Leighton purchased a house
W. W. Small at the jadl cottage re ❖♦
♦
Â lot of L. L. Partridge iasf week. It
cently.
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
is between Mr. Pantridge’s
house
Mrs. Mary Swe.et of Fairbanks is
February 11, 1912.
and the /toothpick mil 1.
.Sitrong, Me., Fob. 14, 1912.
quit© ili of the grip cold which i•
? The Family ^
Mrs. E. Sprague Swift of Rumford, aff doting so many.
I.t is expected ithat several new
The community wtas
saddened
Laxative and
was in town Wednesday last, and
J. W. Pratt returned Wednesda. 14Tuesday, February 6, to learn that bouses will he ¿built the coming seaW o rm M edicine
piXLt d on h« .i aunt, Mi s. ,Sy-annus f roan j-b© National Cannens’ Associa- Miss Anra C Hunter had passed S'son—Just what mothers need to keep
Norton, who is quit© ill.
Frank Butler .Esq., of Farmington,
the children well. A purely vege
trVa.il .held in New York the past w.eel ^ away cit her home after m ¿Unito,® of
table remedy that children take
The first and second degrees were
without objection. Keeps little
Miss Katherine M. Titcomb led two weeks, from Bright’s disease. was in town Monday on business.
ills from growing into big ones.
•worked on a class o f five at the
Th.e friends of Mrs. George W.UJ
the Wednesday evening prayer meet Mliiis Hunter, in company with hex
Expels Worms, makes rich, red
blood, rosy cheeks, sparkling
Grange, Feb. 3.
The degree team
ing at the Old South Lasit w;eek durin siater, (the late Lizzie G. Hunter, was j were .pbrnsed to see her »at church
eyes, good digestion and good
was dressed in white, and having
Sunday.
Shs is recovering .from a
temper. For 60 years the stand
the rlbsence elf /the pastor.
in Barton in the dry goods business
ard family remedy.
Try it,
committed their parts to memory the
serious surgical operation.
mothers ; it keeps you and your
Carro,n Jones, one of the popular ■for a great m.any yeans.
Then they
Children well.
Of all dealers,
work was beautifully done.
At the
Mrs. Herman Luc.e .has been suffer
clerks in W. M. Pratt’s «tore, was ¡came to itiis town and w-ens in bu-i35c, 5 0 c , $1.00.
next meeting the third and fourth
ing from sore eyes ¡the past
few
a
bi’
i
sines
caller
in
Livermore
Falls
ness
here
unCii
th,e
death
of
Miss
DR. J . P. TRUE & CO.
degrees wilt be W'orked and a har
days.
Auburn, Me*
Lizzie Hunter. About a year ago sh
vest supper served.
Very iuterestin on© day recently.
Misses Hattie Ti/tcomb, Mina Stev
We
are
sorry
to
hear
that
Miss
moved
her
goods
to
her
hoane
on
programs have been arranged for
ens and Mr. Rsoa Maine® walked to
Anna Lou Hobart is not as well.
1.Main street where she continued the
each meeting for the coming year.
Worthley’s camp Saturday, a d.LsBiurdif.M Wright is s/t work in the business until her death.
She was
The first auto was seen out W ed
tanc,e of about four miles.
After
office ,ef Know,l»on Sons liote.l.
, for matny years a faithful metm/ber of
nesday of last week.
par.taking of a nice dinner they waikMiss Elveraa Marwick, who h a s ! the Congregational church and will ¡tl back"
Earle Higgins, who hrs ¡been a
popular clerk iu town several years, been, very ill, is now better we are ho missed by a large circle Qf.r,elaMarion, li/title daughter of
Mr,s.
is now in Boston .in a large grocery r^ad to hear.
fives, friends and customers,
,Sh,e Howard .Stapes, who is yd&Lting at
Stone.
i Mrs. Clarence McCu ly and little j ’eaves two brothers, Thoxon and Mrs. S. F. Toot baker’s, has been
There are many reports of frozen daughter, Lvdia, have been recent jGuftavus Husiter, one niece,
Miss quite ill (the pasjt few days.
faces and ears this past week.
1guests of her sister and family, Mr. Carrie Hunter, and one nephew, Dr.
Miss Faye Mitchell visited
her
Mxs. Orrington Berry cjf Dryden, wa au,d. Mrs. Edward H. Whitney ait (Warren Sherman of Masftachuseitfcs. ¿usher, Mies Freda MiitcheT,' in
in town on a shopping and calling Range ley.
, mbo funeral service was held
in Farmington Saturday.
HE sweetest lives are those to
expedition Wednesday of last week,
¡Mtas Julia Harris May, who is con- ¿be M. E. church, conducted by Rev.
Mrs. Eur¿ce Allen is very low, not
_____
duty wed,
•between trains.
ducting .an art class in Auburn, has
p jiejjxian.
The flowers were expected to live from one hour to anW hose deeds, both great and small,
close-knit strands o f unbroken thread,
The current number of The Laurel rcioerjt y| suffered an ill turn.
many and beautiful.
Her age was otliier.
She is oared ¡for .by Miss Are
W here love enobles all.
Is a very readable one, issued this
Carroll Noyes has been in Stratton 53 yearS) 2 mo®.
Sadi© Bates.
The w orld m ay sound no trumpets, ring
no hells;
•month.
It ,l& dedicated to George two weeks clerking'in a store while
Freda parlin ^ v ;Sifjng her
The book o f life the shining record tells.
JL. Pratt, M. D., class of ’96, and con- the proprietor w*us down country. He
Mn„ p vpr(ift
—M. S. Browning.
CHEETAH HUNT IN INDIA
tains an. ence lent portrait of him. r e tu r n « , Monday.
G D H o n t l ^ 1 , held the founth
The Alumni in represented by an
Miss Lila M. Kempton Is employed; w n te rly conierenee at the parson- Sport Was Once Very Popular With
EASY DESSERTS.
ru-tiole on
recand .the Greeks,” 1n .the ottice of Know tonl & Me'G
t
„ j ght at 8 0.cl0ck
English Residents— Is Not
£y Charles J. Goodwm. Ph. D„ of Leary.
Rare Beast.
I Rev. w . P. L im a n war, « .t a d .to
Custards, wrhen eggs are reasonable,
Lehigh University, Bethlehem, Pa.
Harold Waitscm was in town on a
are one of the easiest and most
New Vineyard last .Saturday to offiicThe cheetah hunt which the vice wholesome of desserts and an ideal
Undergraduates preeemt short sttor- sbori. (business ¡trip from his work
i; aite a/t th.e fu/ncnal of W. S. Viiles.
roy witnessed recently at Hyderbad one for children who have to carry
ies, whl ©j the class jokes are more ^ s kowh©gan lasit week,
Mr. and ¡Mrs. Frank Goldsmith reminds one that cheetah hunting was their lunches to school. They may
interesting to those who personally
The Gr.atmirp.r school givtr® a play
either baked or steamed in cups,
have
gone to South Paris, where an extremely popular sport with In-know the victims.
1 h$re is a nice ¡u g-aving®. .Bank ’i'tll 'Friday evening
Rice C ustard.— Take two cups ol
,h© has a £ine position with Burn- dian princes in former days, although ,
group picture of the feoDbaf. *¡squad c f of itb|.js WCi9k
ham & Morrill
Mr Go'dsmitth has I the initiatlon of i European forms of good rich mnk add a balf cup 0f cold
1911 aad a resume o£ thel ga m ospayThere wfts a social dance given nam & M.orr*u. Mr., trousmiith to.s gport hag done ¿ uch in these times cooked rice. Beat the yolks of twe
t'.ad
charge
ò£
a
canning
factory in to rob it of ancient vogue.
ed.
The number was liberal yj pat- ,gaturclay evening for tihe benefit of
eggs, add six tablespoonfuls of sugai
It was practiced both by Hindu and a pinch of salt, add thi3 to the
ronized by the advertisers, both lo- Lhe Grange.
A good ttm© was ea*' Easton'' M d ’ th'e pae(t two ym rsCb.a.rlqs Berry has. moved his fam-1 and Mohammedan chieftains over the rice mixture and cook like a soft cus
qaJi and otherwise.
There are also j oyed
w ill. great«r part of India, for the cheetah tard. Take from the fire and add the
several original drawings.
The |Marwick house te quarantined ilv to Farmisgten w iere he
j even now is not a rare beast, and a beaten whites of the eggs and vanilla
H. I. Spinney, who was called horn for ^p^heriia
work for Guy Smith,
century or so ago must have been to flavor, serve cold in cups, with oi
by .the alarming sicknera of ¡his llttfe ' Chnisltiian F,ndeavor Day was obser-!
Ga^ of Farmington Falls, common enough.
without cream.
son Girctfon, started on his return ved
v&d 3(f
thq r3?a. (ar ¡ who
been working in town -the
Another animal used in the same ! Floating Island.—Scald a pint oi
a»1 tfcj9 0 ,.d ,Sou,th
to Denver, Colo., Sunday, Feb. 4, meeting l°nt Sunday afternoon^ Re-1 Tf f r>w we,elbs returned to hi® home way by Indian nobles was a sort of i rich milk, add a half cup of granuMr. aa<i Mm. J. B._ Bishop of Win- ipontg of ^
^
wh(> atJen(le(1 tte Manday.
lynx, spelled var
usly as ^ shoe- j ja^ed sugar and the beaten yolks of
ihrop, are guosts of Mr. and Mrs. ■recemt meeting .ak Wr.terv.Ul© were
syahgush.
But this was (^wo ggggj cook until smooth, and when
MIf,s No lf.e Shihiple is in
poor goose,
C. O. Sturtevant.
;
health not a/ble to attend school
!^
“ UCh more ,rareIy than the/ h e e - : CQol add a teas lionful of vanilla,
,aV~b gjiven
i ™
a Ti
t, T
‘
tah‘ However* lt was not only In- Cook tte whites beaten stiff and
Mrs. J. Curr.i.er Tarbox has been
'The Men’s Club held iits regular
Mr. and Mrs. D. E. Lraghton gave dians wbo indulged in this form of sweetened with two tablespoonfuls of
q '"*e ill and confined ,to her bed w ifi
Iliueeiing at ¡the Court House lasit n parity ,to ribou|t 50 of thejlr friends sport.
powdered sugar, by dropping in
the prevailing cold »ind cough, but
Monday evening.
j Inst Friday evening.During
the
It was enjoyed
and practiced by Bp00nfuis on to boiling water. Ar
is now gaining s owly.
endrg a fine collation
hot caf¡caf- ^ U_rop€ans as y,el|
. Jdays
. ^vhJe.D range the islands on the custard and
Miss Golda G. Gushee ha® beeau evening
c'lllaiion of hoit
Rev. R. H. .Clapp of the Old ,Souith
i ® y „ ^ ere coateut to ablde la India put a cube of jelly on each.
given the v.aXedaatory, one of /the |tee3, sandwdehns and assorted cake j +
church, pc.sisied laid week in P,ongor
¡c. ^served
At a,
a .«u.e
.’ aite nwur
hour the wnen
f° r flft®en yeaJs aJ
- a . s t r e t in
.c h
arid ¡i Prune Pie.—This is 4n exceptionally
High schocj class parts for 1912.
j war
n « i.
a ti ^
l’lndienne
u servea.
A
ait.e aour xne
to« - wtien they lived a Hndienne
m a way good
---- - pie. Waish one ar,s
attending the yearly convocation.
and oa half
Mrs.
Frank
Trask
and
Mrs.
Fred
:
guestsdenanted,
hoping
a,t
some
fu
-1
unknown
to
modern
times.
More
than
Rutvlluis AJden, Esq., o f Wiri.hrop,
pounds of prunes and soak over night
again,
.as j one of the Company’s nabobs kept In water to cover. Cook in the same
wr<s a visitor in town last week.
p> ‘^dams entertained /the La.dieis’ .ture (time/to be invited
We sympathize with Prof. Lew M. Unicsi **** Tuesday ¡afternoon and M.r. and /Mrs. Leighton ar.e fine e n -! their own cheetahs, which were fre : water and remove the stones, cut
quently presents from friendly chiefs. ¡prunes in quarters and add a half cup
1
Felch and Mrs. Augusta Holly Feich 'evening at the home of /the latter, fertainers.
It may easliy be imagined that chee ■of sugar, a tablespoonful of lemoD
M
gg..
Liorid
Alle.n
a,ud
children
vis
in toe .toe» of the .donme/tory of Rick- The gemtoemen were inydted to sup
tah hunting was very good sport and juice and a few grains of salt. Re
ited reJfYive® in Phi’iip© a .few -days welcomed by the servants of the
er Classical Institute of Hou ton, by per;duce the juice to one and a half
week.
Company as an excellent substitute tablespoonfuls. Line a pie plate with
fire, of which he is presidemt. Tils
Th,e ,T*ad; e®’ Ur km held ¿sLs/ meei*
j>chool .is taking an enforced vaca- ; tn,g tji.:s week, Wednesday afternoon,
Wednesday evening, J,an. 31, Mar for ,,the coursing
, _ , which ,was familiar crust and dredge with flour, cover
t,ion while repairs are heing made. 1Y
Old iSoujtih vestry.
athon lodge, Noo. 96, K. of P., held to them in England and which, like ;with the pruneS) dot with butter, put
the cheetah hunt, has vanished be on the upper ^ ust and bake in a
The damage i® about $5,000.
George Lowell of th© .West v/i.l age its install ait’’ on o f officers with the
fore the spread of games such as ten- hot oyen
Baked or boiled custard
Frank Benson & Son of toe Falls *ias
packing apples dn King- 'mem.be.rs of the Pythian Sirterhood ms and golf- Madras Mail.
may be made more elaborate by the
vdllage, are doing hay pressing field, N,ew Portland and vicinity the a® invited guest®.
The installing o f
addition of cocoanut for flavor oi
through this vicinity.
pasit week.
Longevity of the Earth.
ficer® were; G. C., A. G. Eustis; G.
chocolate, grated, may be added, if
That the age of primitive man in one aares for that combination.
CharV.s Ycpton of Dexter, has
Miss A,nnie W. McLeary of Bos- M. Pit A., H. J. Baton; Prolate, J. H.
beem i 1 w,i,th a severe cold and cough ton Conservatory and Prof. F. Burn- Norton. The fgVowing officers we.re France runs back at leas' two hun
for some time.
ham McLeary of Colby, W/T.erv.ile, 1’n.rt.a.Ted: C. C., Manley Wh.itjng; vie dred thousand years has been satis
factorily proved by Lyell and other
Mrs. Mary Butler Norton is still .were called hom.e this week /by the C. C., Merton T.i?,mbe.rit; K. of R. and
geologists, who showed that it has
quite ill at her rooms with Mrs. Heath of their grandmother, Airs. S , W. G. Durrei1; P.rqlnte, J^ester taken at least this iong for the rivers
Clifford Jones.
She is attended by Georgia Burnham Wood®.
Lewis; M. of ¡F., W . R. Vin;ng; M. to wear away their beds below the A W A R N I N G A G A I N S T W E T F E E T .
'o f E., H. J. Baites; M. o,f W., Leon caves where they once flowed.
W et and chilled feet usually a ffect
T h e W i f e s H eirc.
the mucous mem brane o f the nose,
(Smj;th; M. o,t A., T w o o d Forte,r; I.
When a man decides to live on his ; G.. James Reword; O. G., Ephraim
W e wish to call you r attention to the
throat and lungs, and la grippe, bron
AN E P ID E M IC OF C O U G H IN G
chitis or pneum onia may result. W atch
fact that m ost infectious diseases such wits, nis wife should thoughtfully in
*Top,tTytker.
trustee
for
tore©
year®,
Is sw eeping over the town.
Old and carefully, particularly the children, for
a« w hooping cough, diphtheria and scar vest 1b a new washing machine.—At
young
alike
are
affected and
the
J. M. Lambert. Ref.n°s.hme(rit® were strain
is particularly hard on
little the racking stubborn coughs give F o 
let fever are contracted When the child chison Globe.
le y ’ s H oney and Tar Compound.
It
;
B
©rv©a
H.
th
e
c'©€©
o
f
the
ir»ta11af?o©
P
<
S
has a cold. Cham berlain’ s Cough Remedy
soothes the Inflamed membranes, and
..........................
-------- ------------ j Mrs. P. W . M a® on ’¿irt/te'd faiends ■Safe and reliable cure for all coughs
will quickly cure a cold and greatly less
heals the cough quickly.
Take no su b
en
the danger o f
con tracting
these
You will find that druggists every- in PoutlTnd too fir®it -of /the week.
IL^Wldfney, 'Phnilps,S Me. opiate'S- E- stitute.
E. H. Whittney, Phillips, Me
diseases.
This remedy is fam ous f o r j ^ f ^ e
We^,.
..° ^ _ £ h,ar]berlaLn’i! I Edson Whitney of Florence, Ma®s., |------------------ —________________ ____
,,
_
. ,
. „ ! Cough Rem edy.
They know from long I
Its cures of colds. It contains no opium
or oth er narcotic and may be given to
a ahild with Implicit confidence. Sold
v,
,, dealeis.
by all

experience in the sale of it that in j
cases o f coughs and colds it can albe depended upon, and that it is I
pleasant
and safe to take.
For sale
by aU d6alers

The Name Lester on your Piano assures you of a
Piano that will last a lifetime.
Write for catalogue.

CH AS. W . NORTON
C h u rc h

S treet

DR.TRUE’S

STRONG

FARMINGTON

F arm in g to n ,

M a in e

WHY HESITATE?

An Offer That Involves No Money Risk
if You Accept It.

We are so positive our remedy will
completely relieve constipation, no mat
ter how chronic it may be, that we of
fer to furnish it free of all cost if it
fails.
Constipation is commonly caused by
weakness of the nerves and muscles of
the large intestine. To expect a cure
you must therefore tone up and
strengthen those organs and restore
them to healthier a c tiv ity .
We want you to try Rexall Orderlies
on our guarantee. They are eaten like
candy, and are particularly good for
children
They seem to act directly on
the nerves and muscles of the bowels.
They apparently have a neutral action
on the other organs
They do not urge
or cause other inconvenience. We will
refund your money if they do not over|come chron’c or habitual constipation
I and thus aid to relieve the myriads of
associate or dependent chronic ail! mems. Try Rexall Orderlies at our
risk. Three sizes, 10c , 25c , and 50c.
! S°ld onlv at our store.—The Rexall
Store. E. H. Whitney, Phillips, Me.

E LIX IR

Hess Stock Food
The best line we
ever carried.
Worth calling to see if you
don’t buy.
Our low prices are a grcr.t
in d u cem c'tto ' " w ,

C. E„ DYER.

STRONG,

MAINE.

si
8
I
1

©

M A IN E ,

M AINË WOODS, PHILLIPS,

12

W E SO LIC IT T H E

FEBRUARY

I

PATRON- g

AGE OF T H A T CLASS ©F D E - f
POSITORS

WHO

ABSOLUTE

CONSIDER!

SAFETY

FIRST.

OUR C A P IT A L AND SURPLUSj
OF

$110,000.00

GUARANTEES!

T H A T S A F E T Y , AND OUR
T E R E S T R A T E IS T H E

D. F. HOYT
NO. 5 BEAL BLOCK,

IN-!

H IGH

E S T R A T E C O N S IS T E N T W ITH !
| SUCH S A F E T Y .

| Phillips National
!
Bank
«

PHILLIPS,

-

M AINE

' *®®d®®®©©©9©#©©©©©©«©®©©0*

PHILLIPS,
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SEDGELEY, HOYT & CO.
ANOTHER CUT IN PRICES
25 cents
50 cent Dress Goods cut to
Dress Skirts,
$2.50
Suits,
7 cents
Outing- Flannel cut to
39 cents
$1.00 Corsets cut to
Storm Coats for
Winter Coats, bargains, for
$5, $7, and $10.
$1.00 Tams cut to
3.5 cents
10 cents
Kimona Cloth cut to
$1.50
Men's $3.00 Sweaters cut to
Ladies' Sweater.«, at cost
Men's one buckle cloth top rubbers
$1.00
N ew colored waists for
50 cents and $1.00
N ew Black Waists for
$1,00
N ew Dress Goods for
25 and 50 cents
Dress Goods cut to
10, 15, 25 and 50 cents
One lot of old Cambric linings,
2 cents a yard

$2.00

$2.00

ins for R. H. P.r,ebLe, who still
unite ,m.

re-

♦

I f you can not spare the
E. H. K.e,Mysitooi .returned
this
time to call, send in your
iweek from a visit in Lewiston.
work. Prompt Service and
.Mre, David J. Shepard was quite <►
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
ill ¡this week.
A. G. C R O N K H IT E
The reieaiius of Mrs. J. B. Ranger,
who died froiin- diphtheria at
her
W ATCH
MAKER
home in Springva lej Maine,
were
So protected that no metal touches your
- and
|brought to Bean's Corner Monday for
leg. So light and comfortable yoii will
,iurlal
Mra Ranger wlu b<! nl9as.
JEW ELER
not be concious of wearing it and yet it
holds your sox so trim and neat you
I
remambened by friends
in
Successor to Emery S. Bubier
colm Barker, Lew Noble, A. B. Page, town, as her hu-sband, Rev. J. B.
will be more comfortable as well as being
PHILLIPS,
MAINE.
t
Frank
Horey&eck and B. Sh,arrean El Ranger, was? formerly a pastor in
better dressed.
hott.
Whiistt was enjoyed and delic-1 (th„ Fjee .BaplUeit church ^
aM
Everything in Men’s Furnishings
tious refreshments of sandwiches, !
,here Jhey (both wau
many
We want you to come in and see the
olives, coffee, ice cream, cake and
Mr,s. Ranger had been in
new patterns in shirts and the new color
.bonbons were »©Wed in the dining , v,8ry iX)0r
rfauoe her departure
and shapes in neckwear.
Make this
roam.
from here and e.ven while here, bnt
store your headquarters for good dress.
Mr. Lester Bean spent the week |never complained of the lot that .fell
end with his mother in Bethel.
to .her.
Her death .resulted from
The Junior Christmas Present: black diphtheria.
Mrs. Ranger; fieov
club met Saturday afiternoon, Fob. As (beside her husband, a son, Al>10, with Mrs. iGarl HenntingiS, with fref1 to mourn the loss of a true
'nine members. present.
Mrs. Hein-1 -and loving mother.
rungs served dainty refreshments in
-----------------------------Try sending your washing of all kinds to the Univer
the dining room.
The next meeting; M A IRTE1
TW F
will be held with M,ns. F. N. Beal |O T A I W t
U U iU L D
1 I lE i
sal Steam Laundry.
and Miss EVa Bead,'Feb. 24.
At (the 2d annual Food Fair held
in B.angor Last week Mns. A. D. Sauits
Shelburne Falls, Mass.,
bury .received a barrel of flour for j
Feb. 5, 1912. I C. F. C H A N D L E R & SON
baking the ibeiSjt ,V>af of bread, made
To the Editor of Maine Woods:
P H ILLIPS, M A IN E .
ltfrom Town. T a b flour.
I have noticed in recent numbers
Ml.Sis E'liza Gray, of Temple, who j
Lena B. Page
of your excellent paper, a contravers
has been working in, (the family of
Asleep at the Switch,
George Hoey
between Messrs. Hutchinson and
(Theodore Wing, wa.s called home
Hazen S. Alward
Bayer on the one band and my old October, and MacKamp wi’ li be my
The Polish Boy, s“'
Ann S. Stephens by the sickness of her grandfather, friend and guide, Robert Wa’iker, destination and I hope Robert Walk
er will be my guide.
Mr. Hanr" Jenkins.
Hazel E. Cushman
proprietor of Trout Brook camps,
Now, brothers, don’t knock
one
Mdea Bertha Bee-do, who has been Mackamp, Maine, on the other hand.
Tortures of Lygia,
another.
It
doesn’t
pay.
Maine
itlie
gue,?t
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harry
Selection from Quo Vadis
If there is anything I dislike
to
Kingfield, Me., Feb. 13, 1912.
Rockwe.lt of Lei and street .the past see it’s for one man, or any num- is too good a state to throw mud at
Currier Weymouth
Mrs. O. C. Doibier has just purchased
and deer are plenty at any of the
L. Rodgers ten days, has returned to her home ^
men, to get out their ham- j
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" I Llamed m y heart for severe d is
tress in my left side for tw o yea rs,”
writes W . Bva-n-s, Danville, Va., “ but
I know now lit was indigestion, as Dr.
K in g’s New L ife Pills com pletely cured
m e.”
Best for stom ach, liver and kid
ney troubles constipation, headache or
debility.
25c a t E. H. W h itn ey’s,
Phillips; R iddle’s Pharm acy, Rangaley;
Charles E. D yer's, Strong, L. L. M itchefll’s, Kitngfield.
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and
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Price 50c and $1.00. T ri- |found it in Cham berlain's
Liniment.
ai bottle free.
Guaranteed by E. H. |Three days after the first application
W hitney, Phillips;
Riddle’ s Pharm acy,
Rangeley; Charles E. Dyer, of Strorfg; of this liniment he w as well. F or sale
by ajl dealers.
L. L. Mitchell, Kingfield.

the kl'nd o f warmth that stays,
the ,
walrmth that reaches from head to foot, !
all over the Body.
W e cou ld have told j
(him from personal
knowledge
that i
H ood’s Sarsaparilla gives
permanent
warmth, it invigorates the blood and
speeds it along through artery
and
vein, and re-a/My fits men and women,
boys and girls, to enjoy cold w eather
and resist the attacks o f disease. It
gives the right kind of warmth, stim u 
lates and strengthens at the same time
and all its benefits are lasting. There
may be a suggestion In this for you.
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